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PUBLIC ART AND COLLABORATIVE COMMUNITY ARTS PROGRAMMES IN SOUTH AFRICA

INTRODUCTION

This research was motivated by the necessity to find meaningful and tangible ways of integrating art1 and society where art becomes modes

of urban regeneration, public expression, ways of addressing past histories and a tool of public empowerment within a developing democratic

South Africa. 

The research is also based on the premise that creativity and individual expression through the arts have a valuable role to play in the

development of integrated societies and in creating visual identities and dynamic environments for all communities in South Africa. The arts

can provide effective programmes of human resource development through appropriate education and training that is not necessarily based

on standards of prior learning and therefore is able to accommodate wider and diverse communities. These programmes function within the

social2 context by taking account of the concept of the people and the place as the genesis and subject for their manifestations.  

1The role of art in this research takes into account the various disciplines within the arts – the performing arts, the visual arts including the crafts as well as creative expression in the 
form of music, writing and poetry.
2Within this research the term “social” does not imply sociological intent but refers to the everyday context of any group or society.
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Within the history of this Country there are very many silences containing a multitude of guises that need to be unveiled, heard and 

re-addressed. Art-making is a creative act of self-expression that has its own value: that of freedom. The freedom to speak is a right accorded

to every person. The arts are an appropriate and dynamic mode of visual communication and it is important that they be afforded an 

opportunity to speak on behalf of the people within the public domain. Artists have the ability to create works that instil a consciousness of

issues relevant to the greater lives of a society. 

Crime and poverty are destructive elements currently undermining this Country and there is a desperate need to find ways of

sustainable development and regeneration to uplift the economic and social status of many communities. The concept that “the

arts can build communities” is a generally accepted notion and although this research does not propose to prove this statement, 

I adhere to this notion. In addition, individual expression is a human and basic moral right and as such, new modes of public, 

participatory and community-based arts can fulfil this need. The research investigates methods whereby the arts can regenerate

urban and rural public spaces, empower communities and act as agents of social, cultural, economic and ecological change.

Collaborative art programmes where artists work together with communities are ideal opportunities for and important tools of group

expression. The visual language or images that result from these collaborative community programmes are drawn from and assume the life

of that community. The results are the universal language of art.  Two major areas of concern within collaborative programmes, are those of

quality and internal politics or hierarchy. The issue of quality is to some degree determined by the nature of each individual project, its

intentions and outcomes and its temporary or permanent nature.  How can quality be achieved in a community project and on what is this
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assessment based3. Assessment cannot be made by merely adopting general formal criteria dependent solely on the quality of the

craftsmanship, suitability and relevance of the work. Intentions and the resultant outcomes of any project should be founded on the

appropriateness and value of its expression and the relationships set up between site, artwork and audience. Unfortunately many

community projects are merely skills-based and decorative in nature. Decoration itself is however, not creative self-expression although it

may bring reward, satisfaction and self-esteem through achievement. There is, naturally, value in any project even if only decorative but this

study is concerned not only with the aesthetic value of the arts but in particular, with its ability to effect socio-economic change, its ability to

speak of everyday concerns and its aims as being pro-active.

The research investigates an interdisciplinary approach within the arts that offers opportunities for collaboration and the participation of

communities in projects that are directly related to the social, cultural, economic, environmental and ecological contexts and concerns4. The

nature of the work under investigation could be said to be popular, public and accessible. Unfortunately, in contemporary art-thinking in South

Africa, these terms are often interpreted as demeaning. There is a lack of critical and informed literature in this field of art-making and, what

information is available, tends only to commend and expound the values of this relatively new area of art activity without dealing critically

with the aesthetic, conceptual, social and political issues surrounding the work.  

The notion of democratising art with emphasis on the concepts of public, appropriateness and audience is addressed as well as the role of

the artist in society. The issue of an appropriate language of critique is addressed especially as the nature of public and participatory 

3See Part I, Chapters VII and IX.
4These issues are discussed later in this Part and include both completed and ongoing projects as well as proposals for possible future projects.
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community-based art projects is at odds with gallery practice and precludes the application of traditional formal evaluative criteria5.

Understanding the context within which each project has been defined and structured, is essential to any meaningful assessment of this work.

The research argues for intervention through the arts and pro-active art projects that can become significant factors in education, literacy and

poverty eradication within South African society. To date, I am not aware of any such research having been undertaken in South Africa. This

study does not propose to fill this gap which is within the fields of sociology and statistics. The research, however, examines the potential

within the arts to facilitate such objectives.     

As the research progressed, several issues of concern have changed. These issues deal with public versus community as people and as spatial

concepts, with contested spaces, with the privatisation or appropriation of public spaces, and as a result of these implications, with whose

public, whose community, and whose spaces together with the concern for the quality and use of public spaces6.

These concerns lead to an area in between the arts, social sciences, the ecology of place and the role of the artist. This presupposes that art is

not merely an object within a space but that, operating within the public domain, it could become a combination of permanent or temporary

structures or even transitory events as well as participatory ongoing projects that reflect the needs and social conditions of a particular group

or society. Thus, art can empower communities and give them a voice to effect change and create social awareness. This is particularly

necessary within the present South African context.

5See Part I, Chapter IX.
6See Part I, Chapter II
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Important to this argument is the factor that is generally not understood nor accepted: it is not the artwork that should be considered as

public but the context and the intention of the process, particularly in the case of socially-conscious and activist art.

IMPLICATIONS OF THE PUBLIC DOMAIN

are

CONTEXT,        the CONCEPT of public,        and    INTERVENTION.

Regrettably in South Africa, many people consider this area of art-making as insignificant community art or even as social work mainly

because the majority of these artworks or projects are not exhibited in formal gallery spaces, are not collectable, are frequently in

collaboration with non-artists, and are of the nature of rehabilitation or upliftment. There are, nevertheless, many international artists

presently working collaboratively with communities as well as with what could be called activism, for example: Barbara Kruger with text

and issues related to violence; Suzanne Lacy with gender; Michal Nash with AIDS and pro-active communities dealing with AIDS 

education; and Helen Mayer Harrison and Newton Harrison with ecology, to name but a few7. There are several artists in South Africa working

within these contexts such as The Keiskamma Art Project, the Hollard Contemporary Bead Collection and Monkeybiz Bead Project 

discussed in the following section.

7See: Part I Chapters V – VI, and Part II Section IV on Eco-ventions as well as discussions on Antony Gormley and Mark Dion.
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SELECTED COLLABORATIVE PUBLIC ARTAND COMMUNITY-BASED PROGRAMMES IN SOUTH AFRICA

Art in history reveals that creative people have always played a role in the social and cultural development of a society. Given a public

context from which to operate, creative expression gave voice to political, spiritual, historical and social concerns of every culture. 

The role of community-based art in South African society can be enormous, if afforded the opportunity. In the multi-dimensional and

complex society that exists in this Country, artistic expression has the potential to give people a voice and enable them to reclaim their place

in society. It is also a means of building capacity and community, both of which are sorely needed. The knowledge that one can be creative

and use that creativity expressively, in itself creates capacity as well as self-esteem and dignity. The arts enable and provide opportunities to

present works that instil social consciousness and question or create awareness of social responsibility. It is therefore not intended to present

in-depth examination and details8 of the artworks in collaborative community projects but to determine the role of these projects in a social

context. 

Many urban-based community art schools and rural upliftment schemes are aimed at giving … people the skills which
are essential to express their creativity and to earn regular income. Painting, carving, printmaking, embroidery, fabric
painting, and appliqué were all seen as ways to produce objects that expressed individual creativity, render social
comment, and were commercially viable (Scott 1998:28). 

8As the study examines the potential and implications of the arts in a social context, details of artworks (empirical data) and participants, names are not provided. 
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Artists use their creativity not only to give voice to their own expression but to present the world with a vision of itself. However, creativity

is neither the privilege of the few nor of the elite. Everyone has the potential to be creative and if afforded the opportunity and the incentive,

is able to create works of personal expression or social responsibility that facilitate empowerment . The capacity of choice empowers in

dynamic ways and, in socially-conscious artworks, choice becomes the domain of both the maker and the viewer. It is a generally accepted

notion that the releasing of emotional pain or injustices assists in healing processes. In collective initiatives it is important that participants are

allowed to develop their individual creative potential. The visual expression of such issues gives the maker the power to take back his or her

life by publicly exposing social ills that he/she wishes to be addressed9. When outside intervention controls or hinders this process, it is detrimental

and promotes dependency. 

Intuthuko embroidery project.

9 Voices of Women is  such a project



Wilma Cruise, Monument to the Women of South Africa, 2000. Stainless Steel. Details above and far right.
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Social responsibility and social awareness are the tools of Everyman that enable him or her to play a role in the re-establishment of an

integrated and healthy society. Visual artistic expression is the vehicle, accessibility is the key and a public context is the space. This

implies the necessity for accessibility not only of physical space but also for the use of a visual language that is comprehensible to all. Two

recent State public memorial sites that are examples of this philosophy and fulfil these criteria are the Garden of Remembrance at Freedom

Park10 and the Monument to the Women of South Africa11 by Wilma Cruise, Wathint’abafazi, Wathint’ imbokodo : Strike the women, Strike

the rock, at the Union Buildings, the administrative seat of Government. Both sites are in Pretoria.

Freedom Park Garden of Remembrance, 2004.

10Information concerning this development is obtained from two official documents published by the Freedom Park Trust, a section of the National Heritage Resources of South Africa:
Freedom Park Conceptual Framework [sa] and Freedom Park, Garden of Remembrance [sa]. However the interpretations of the site are my impressions.
11The information is extracted from the original proposal for the commission submitted by Cruise & Holmes in November 1999. Interpretations of the artwork are my impressions.
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At present, with the exception of official documentation, there are only a few articles on the Freedom Park development. The complex will

eventually comprise the Garden of Remembrance, a museum, a memorial, conference and events centre, an information centre and additional

landscaping features. The complex is presently being established in phases on the yet undeveloped Salvokop hill on the outskirts of Pretoria.

The intention is for a

centre of knowledge [that] aims to create a deeper understanding of South Africa and all its people through the
narration of the country’s pre-colonial, colonial, apartheid and post-apartheid history. It will retell South Africa’s
story,to dispel the many myths and prejudices that have concealed its true history and distorted the richness of its
cultural heritage. Beyond acknowledging the past, Freedom Park will celebrate the achievements of democracy and
stand as a beacon of hope for the future. It is envisaged to become a place of pilgrimage, renewal and inspiration for
South Africans and all humanity12 (Young & Darroll 2004:18). 

Garden of Remembrance, entering from the east. Centre of Lesaka paved with stones from other countries.

12 This quote has been summarised by Young & Darroll from the official documentation, Freedom Park, Garden of Remembrance [sa]. 
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Situated near the top of the koppie13,  the site provides excellent views of typically historical sites/buildings from the Afrikaner Voortrekker

Monument in the south, through Skanskop and Klapperkop as two historically important Fort sites of the South African Anglo-Boer War,

1899 – 1902, towards the east, to the City and Church Square in the North. Conceptually it is intended that the entire site represents a

“garden of remembrance”. The newly constructed Memorial Garden, 2004, was the first phase of the “three core pillars that will anchor the

site” (Freedom Park Conceptual Framework [sa]) of this new initiative for a cultural centre of knowledge. 

Garden of Remembrance, overlooking Skanskop to the south east.

13 Koppie is an Afrikaans word used and understood within South African English, meaning a small hill or outcrop of rocks. 
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The Garden is approached along a stone paved path to enter the Isivivane (loosely translated means cairn of stones)14, the resting place for the

soul or a sanctuary. The design, based on a typical layout of an African homestead, incorporates the Lesaka (burial place) and the Kgotla

(meeting place), and pays homage to all South Africans who died in conflict. Stones, rocks, water and trees construct the site. These 

materials are symbolic not only in African cultures but generally in all cultures past and present. Standing stones in most pre-historic stone

circles throughout the world were believed to be the mediators between the heavens and the earth, and water is the essence of most creation

myths that originate in early cosmologies. The design of the site is abstract and minimalist in its use of media and forms but the space is 

nevertheless, articulated by the materials in such a way as to evoke a sense of reverence and plenitude, respect for both life and death, a 

symbolic meeting place between the ancestors and the living. 

Garden of Remembrance.
Left: detail of path.
Right:  Entrance to Isivivane.

14 A more comprehensive deeper meaning of Isivivane translates as “monument, … concentration of energy, commitment to 
solidarity and oneness of purpose” (Young & Darroll 2004:22). 
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The Isivivane, sited on the south eastern slope of Salvokop, faces the rising sun of each new day throughout the seasons.  Eleven standing

stones around the central circle, the Lesaka, represent the nine provinces with the two remaining stones taken from the koppie, depict

national and local government. Each of the nine stones, different in colour, size, texture and shape, were selected from historical sites in the

provinces, transported to and placed in the circle with soil from their home sites laid beneath. Laid into the stone paving within the circle, are

stones from other countries symbolic of exiles who died while seeking refuge abroad.  Incorporated into the construction of the Lesaka is a

fine water spray that appears at intervals as mist rising, drifting across the site. This mist or “smoke” is intended to emphasise the sanctity of

the place. 

Garden of Remembrance, detail of Lesaka with standing stones. Kgotla or “meeting place”.



A wall of stones separates the sanctuary from the pathway. These stones on either side of a low waterfall represent the South African people

and are laid on edge in such a way that visually extend the ripple of the falling water and enhance the illusion of movement of space 

within the site. This quiet sense of movement is articulated throughout this meeting place through the interaction and placement of stone,

falling water, trees and the sounds of the water and wind in the trees. Even without knowledge of the site’s specific references, it is easily

understood as a special place of meeting and meditation, located such that it provides a view over the surrounding landscape and city. The

site does not merely construct a space but is purposely and aesthetically designed to create a sanctuary.

Garden of Remembrance.
Above: waterfall at the entrance.
Right: detail of stones and pathways.
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Artists have the ability to create work that brings a consciousness to the people about the issues that are relevant to the lives of that society.

One such South African artist is Wilma Cruise who was commissioned to create a commemorative public artwork for the Union Buildings,

the administrative seat of Government in Pretoria.  The artwork, Monument to the Women of South Africa, Wathint’abafazi, Wathant’

imbokodo : Strike the women, Strike the rock, installed on the risers of the amphitheatre’s stairs and in the vestibule of the building, is a

multimedia monument celebrating the women’s march on the Union Buildings on 9 August 1956. Cruise worked in collaboration with

architect Marcus Holmes to create a multifaceted work incorporating the context and the implications of both the event and the site. The

three main components to the public artwork are the sculptural element of The Imbokodo, the audio recordings of The Whispered Voices

and Stair Text on the risers of the stairs leading up to the vestibule.

Wilma Cruise, Monument to the Women of South Africa, 2000.  Detail of Stair Text installed on risers of stairs leading from the 
amphitheatre.
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Stair Text is the first element that silently confronts the viewer as you approach the building by entering the amphitheatre, renamed

Malibongwe Embokodeweni translated as “thanksgiving in the place of the rock”. Ascending the stairs, this inscription provides the

historical context of the memorial, with extracts from the original “letter of protest” presented to the Government: The Demand of the Women

of South Africa for the Withdrawal of Passes for Women and the Repeal of the Pass Laws. The aim of this text is not merely that of a record

but acts as a “gentle reminder that history should not repeat itself” (Cruise 1999:8). The text is easily accessed, gives value to and

emphasises the ascent; it also slows down the ascent, giving the visitor time to return to the past and contemplate the present. However, there

is one slightly disturbing fact: the text reads from the top step to the bottom as in a page and the distance from which you are asked to read

the text is greater than is generally accepted. This may be intentional as an expression of time: of the present in which one looks back

to history and to the future; of time past and time to come.

The central element and symbolic core to the work is The Imbokodo, a grinding stone that provides a grinding surface for maize, symbolic

of sustenance and nurture, as “reference to the Black Women of Africa. Its significance in African life is reflected in its use in the rallying call:

‘Wathint’abafazi, Wathint’imbokodo’” (Cruise 1999:6). Set into the sandstone floor of the vestibule surrounding the Imbokodo and echoing

the octagonal format of the columns in this area, are bronze plates that are said to represent earth and fire. The architect of the Union Buildings,

Sir Herbert Baker designed this vestibule to symbolise the reconciliation between the Boers and the British. The environment created by

Cruise and Holmes overlays and echoes both of Baker’s formal and conceptual intentions for the site: “a contemplative space - a place for

reflection and meditation” (Cruise 1999:6) and a symbol of new beginnings re-addressing the past. 



Monument to the Women of South Africa, detail of Stair Text.
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Unfortunately, this central element with the Imbokodo is insufficient in scale and set too low to be able to “inhabit” its site and is consequently

completely overpowered by the building.  In comparison, the rock surrounded by the mosaic artwork created by community members in

Moroko Dam Link Park15, has the scale to symbolise the strength and determination of the call “Wathinta umfazi, Wathinta imbokodo: You

strike the women, You strike the rock”. 

The audio element that was unfortunately switched off, The Whispered Voices is activated by the viewer on entering the space which triggers

infra-red sensors. The phrase “Wathint’abafazi, Wathint’ imbokodo” is heard in all 11 official languages of the Country. These repetitive

whispering voices in familiar and unfamiliar languages should evoke both a feeling of unease and a sense of quiet respect with these

murmurings emerging from the spaces, representing voices from the past, moving towards the future, forever a reminder of women’s innate

Above: Wilma Cruise, Monument to the Women of South Africa,
The Imbokodo. 2000. Stone, stainless steel, concrete. 
Right:  Community project, Moroko Dam Link Park, Soweto,
detail of mosaic, Wathinta umfazi, Wathinta imbokodo, 2001. Mosaic.

15Arts in Action community project for mosaic artworks, coordinated by Erica Lüttich, in the redevelopment of the Moroko Dam Link Park, Soweto, 2001.
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capacity to combine their efforts to create a powerful force that protects and nurtures both their immediate worlds and those of others16.  Cruise

states, “It is as if women are whispering down the tunnel of history. The voices provide an exhortation and a reminder that tampering with

women is tampering with the very source of life – symbolised by the grinding of maize and by the fire” (1999:7). Regrettably, the Voices are

now only activated when an event takes place. I was informed that this was due to the sound being “too loud” and that it was regularly

activated not only by people passing through but more often by birds and particularly, the swifts that nest in the dome of the vestibule. These

problems could be easily solved by repositioning the infra-red sensors and the sound being set at a lower volume. In addition, the site is not

easily accessible to the public and permission, with a written motivation for the request, had to be obtained to visit the artwork. A security

escort was provided. This was intended to be an accessible public artwork and its inaccessibility is a disservice to the artist, those whom the

work represents and to the general public who wish to view the work!                 

The District Six Public Sculpture Project and Festival took place on Heritage Day, 24 September 1997 and I consider this to have been a

monument, albeit a temporary one. The intention of the festival and artworks was activism - to comment, protest, record, commemorate,

remember, trace, gather, heal and memorialise by creating alternative temporary monuments in a particular space to recall and oppose the

events that took place from 1966 over a period of 16 years, that of forced removals from District Six, a prime urban area of Cape Town that

had been reclassified as a “white residential area”17. Over 7000 people attended the opening and festival on Heritage Day, a fact that on its

own attests to the injustices that are still felt to this day. The event was initiated as a result of the imminent redevelopment of the site and return

of former residents, a definite cause for the celebration of this victory.   

16I was unable to substantiate this supposition as, on visiting the site, the sound was turned off.
17Information has been extracted from the catalogue as I did not attend the event. The project is considered to be an  important  unique and excellent example of a collaboration
between any people, artists together with the communities and their families involved in the removals, to create public artworks that record the event (Soudien & Meyer 1997). 
The interpretation of the intentions of the projects is nevertheless my impressions.



District Six Festival Project, 1997. 
Above: Renate Meyer, Think, 1997. Lime wash.
Opposite left: Ena Carstens, Empties, Floor boarding, Linoleum, broken crockery.
Opposite right: C. Meck and J Louw, Kist. 1997. Linoleum flooring, paint. 
(Soudien & Meyer [sa]: 40, 43, 25)
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The artworks were not about “being art” but were traces of the past reconstructed into temporary yet poignant reminders, in the present

context, of the struggle for the land, for home and for human rights. Simple direct use of found material became the interpretations and

memories of the events that had taken place. Those memories were brought home figuratively with the communities returning once the

development is completed. Sites were re-invested with the spirit of the people, past and present. 

[A]rtists drew our attention not only to District Six as a place, a physical landscape once densely populated and now
scarred and barren, but as a metaphor for a range of displacements. The wholeness of the place and the totality of its
meanings were vividly contrasted with the lost and the broken: fragments indicating the break-up and fracturing of
society and the loss of things precious to the soul (Bedford & Murinik 1997:13).     
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Visual expression is a direct and appropriate means of communication in a country where not only poverty and illiteracy make the

dissemination of information difficult but attitudes such as denial, prejudice, bigotry and human rights abuses also thwart the acceptance of

certain information. The fear of the other18 in any form is always difficult to address because of the moral implications of non-acceptance of

the other. Art has the means to create an immediate and visual impact whereby the speaker becomes a universal spokesman or representative

for that society. It detaches the voice from the individual and becomes the voice of the many that hold a particular opinion or vision. Art has

the potential to shape the consciousness of the people, to create global awareness of actions or non-actions and in this way, mobilise social

action, debate and responsibility. This could be defined as artistic citizenship19. The artist sits at the edge of society and, wittingly or

unwittingly, becomes the conscience of the people. American Ambassador to South Africa, Delano Lewis stated: “Artists astonish our

senses; they confront and challenge our assumptions” (Collins 2001: 9).

Artists for Human Rights is a non-profit organisation concerned with the rights of others and utilises visual and public communications aimed

at creating an awareness of social injustices. Break the Silence!20 is a unique HIV/AIDS educative project in the South African context

although precedents exist internationally. In Break the Silence! artists collaborated to create a portfolio of prints that are being

reproduced21 into both posters and billboards for display in public sites.  

18The other could be seen as situations such as racism, gendering, discrimination, homophobia, poverty, et cetera.
19See: AIDS Ribbon, Durban Art Gallery, discussed later in this section.
20HIV/AIDS BILLBOARD & PRINT PORTFOLIO PROJECT 2001 is a programme initiated by Artists for Human Rights Trust and convened by Jan Jordaan and Vedant Nanackchand.
21To date only a few prints have been reproduced and exhibited at various sites as funding has not yet been found to reproduce all the works.
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The following approach was taken.

Artists for Human Rights advocates the promotion of a human rights consciousness through art. The programme
identifies with the hypothesis that the HIV/AIDS pandemic in Southern Africa reflects human rights abuses which
are compounded by rampant ignorance, poverty and the lack of adequate primary health facilities. Such conditions
breed suspicion, create a stigma attached to those whom it affects and promotes denial (Jordaan & Nanackchand in
Collins 2001:7).

The Print Portfolio/Billboard project “Break the silence” (sic), … is unique in its aims at reaching a very different
audience without relinquishing its claims to being ‘art’. … the portfolio-based billboards intend to make art socially
relevant, take it out of the elitist gallery (or portfolio) context into the streets and make it accessible to large masses
of people. … [the billboards] are furthermore highly public, large-scale community-oriented and educative media of
visual communication (Marschall in Collins 2001:18).

“Break the Silence” The HIV/AIDS Billboard and Print Portfolio Project, 2001. 
Left: Gabisile Nkosi.  
Right: Chris Diedericks.
(Collins 2001:back cover)
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In his article on Break the Silence!, Marschall discusses the issue of site specificity in relation to the difference between murals and billboards.

Contextuality, he states, plays an important role in murals in that the mural is often the result of local artists using a visual language that would

best suit that particular community with regard to theme, style and details of images. “By incorporating references to recognisable landmarks

… the mural emphasises the local relevance of a global problem and attracts the audience by virtue of the recognition factor, encouraging

them to identify with the human actors portrayed in the mural” (Marschall in Collins 2001:18). Billboards on the other hand, are displayed

in a variety of sites in which the context does not in fact play a role in the interpretation of the visual language.

The intention of a billboard is that of universality, mass media production and mass communication. In addition, the creation of a billboard

by an artist uses a visual language that, while being of the mass media with its universality, is nevertheless, more ambiguous and open-ended.

This approach uses a visual language that is not as direct as in advertising but allows an openness of interpretation within its specificness.

Break the Silence! was conceived as both a print portfolio and billboard project and produced works that were a combination of both

approaches. As the explicit aim of the project is education and awareness, it is important that the viewer is able to decode and interpret the

work.        

There is an endless and ongoing debate over high art versus low art or art versus craft. However, within today’s society it is becoming

impossible to define art in simple terms. Definitions also seem inappropriate. In the last two or three decades, artists internationally have

ventured into such an array of disciplines, media and contexts in attempts to reflect or interpret contemporary society that makes definition

obsolete. In many instances it is the process or the space between the artist and the audience that becomes the work rather than any resultant
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art object. When visual communication is the intent, the vehicle of that intent would seem to be of secondary concern. The AIDS quilt22, the

AIDS ribbon23 and texts such as Michael Nash’s Silence Still =Death24 are the results of artists’collaborative actions and certainly do not

fit comfortably within the traditional definitions of artworks, yet these works are discussed in the latest art publications and journals.

Community action has power. It has the ability to speak with one voice. Group action could be seen to be greater than the actual numbers

involved in any pro-active event and, by implication, be representative of all who hold that particular opinion whether directly involved in

the action or not, irrespective of where in the world they might be.

Names Project AIDS quilt. 
(Raven 1993:45)

AIDS 2000 Ribbon, no. 35. 
(Brown 2000)

Michael Nash, Silence Still = Death, 1998.
(Burnham & Durland 1998:130)

22NAMES Project AIDS Memorial Quilt originated by Cleve Jones in 1987. The Quilt is discussed in Part I, Chapter VI.
23AIDS 2000 RIBBON PROJECT, 12 July 2000, Durban Art Gallery. 4m wide  x 500m long with 100 individual panels.  
24Michael Nash’s Silence Still = Death is discussed in Part I, Chapter VI. The artworks were a unique interactive computer publication and a series of ambitious and provocative billboards
in Denver, USA.



The HIV/AIDS Billboard & Print Portfolio, 2001. 
The Bambanani Sketchbook Project.
Above: Sbongile Ngcobo. Pencil.  
Opposite: Princess Nkosi. Pencil. 
(Collins 2001:4, 63)
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In South Africa there seems to be the notion, albeit a non-informed understanding, that collaborative artworks or art projects in a public or

community context are categorised as social work, community upliftment or therapy and therefore not worthy of the same status or acclaim

as artworks exhibited in galleries or museums produced by individual professional artists. This idea could be attributed to various reasons that

do not fit comfortably within the general definitions of high art: the work cannot be attributed to any one artist with the modernist ideal of the

autonomy of the artist/artwork being negated; alternatively, the resultant artwork, activity or space may not result in a marketable product; the

artwork may be sited in a non-art space; may be functional; or considered to be merely open public space. Internationally, however, none of

these factors are of consequence as collaborative and aesthetic community public action is an acceptable mode of art practice25.  

Of equal importance and aligned with the intent of the Print/Billboard project, is the grassroots

community Bambanani Sketchbook Project “aimed at encouraging the victims of HIV/AIDS,

particularly those children affected and infected by the disease, to articulate their experiences with

confidence and dignity and, in so doing, stop the denial about the disease” (Jordaan &

Nanackchand in Collins 2001:8). 

A project such as this gives not only participants the opportunity to express and release their

feelings but, by sharing their experiences, provides the viewer with an intimate, if somewhat

immature and naive yet brutal interpretation of reality through their collective voices. The

visuals are direct and honest with pencil drawing providing a familiar medium for speaking about

25See: Part I, Chapters VI & VII.



Durban AIDS 2000 Ribbon, nos. 34, 35, 36, 6, 7, 8. Fabric paint on cloth. (Brown 2000)
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a tragic and devastating reality and voicing the unspeakable. Involvement in this project became a healing process, a plea for action, an 

opportunity for capacity building, a mode of educating others and a means of creating a national and global awareness. Canadian artist and

coordinator of the community development programmes, Joanne Roussy hoped to compile the drawings created by the participants into a

publication that would become an accessible public site.   

Aligned with Break the Silence! campaign, a 500m AIDS banner or ribbon was wrapped around the Durban City Hall. Carol Brown records

in the Foreword to the catalogue that “one of the aims for choosing the historic City Hall was to ‘decolonise’ the building … [as] it was

forbidding to many people. The idea of encircling this building with a ribbon created by a representative and large section of the population

was to give the citizens of Durban a sense of ownership of the building while drawing attention to the plight of Aids (sic) in our area” (2000).

The banner was the result of a collective effort by many groups to create an artwork that in its physical and on its social scales, the enormity

of its installation, public exposure and experience, caught the imagination of the Durban public and international delegates who attended the

XIII INTERNATIONAL AIDS conference for which this banner was intended. All these elements contributed to the success of the ribbon

especially as a project of this kind had previously not been undertaken nor experienced in the Country. Collaborative in the extreme, the

ribbon dealt with a taboo subject for public exposure rather than any acceptable contemplative philosophical content. In addition, it was



Universal Declaration of Human Rights International Print
Portfolio.
Santiago Pol, Article 29: Community duties essential to free
and full development, [sa]. (Lotter 1999:126)
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unceremoniously treated in the practical and difficult task of installing the work whereas traditional artworks are usually protected from

weather conditions, displayed in safe and temperature-controlled environments, and handled carefully. The technical craftsmanship and

painting techniques used to create the images and text were often not professionally executed but were, in fact, irrelevant to the aims and

achievements, and the work itself could not be commodified. The ribbon was nevertheless, coordinated by the Durban Art Gallery and

publicised as an artwork. The installation became an art happening in its content, context and its practical achievement of collating and

exhibiting the work of many voices. It was given acclaim by the establishment and applauded. The success of the ribbon was in its

processes and resultant public communication as well as in its ability to expose its content and break the silence: the artwork was the process

and its actions, the spaces between the work and its audience rather than the ribbon itself. The group action of the participants and the

public exploit of the ribbon speak for all concerned people around the world. 

Durban AIDS 2000 Ribbon, nos. 66, 67, 68. (Brown 2000)
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The Universal Declaration of Human Rights International Print Portfolio was exhibited at the Durban Art Gallery in 1999 on the occasion

of the 50th Anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) and brought to life in graphic form, the aims and values of this

international declaration. The stated goals of the programme were “to develop and promote the philosophy of the … UDHR through the medium

of Printmaking, and in so doing, to promote the professional  empowerment of all the participating artists for the benefit of human

rights educational projects” (Jordaan & Nanackchand in Lotter 1999:10). The aims of the portfolio were to create a rich visual expression

and understanding of the message of human rights education and global awareness, to make human rights the “ ‘common language

of humanity’, the fundamental principle of all governance, the cornerstone of democracy” (N Barney Pityana, Chairperson: SA

Human Rights Commission in Lotter, 1999:14). Prints by 30 artists from across the world represented the 30 Articles which

constitute the Declaration of Human Rights.

Chris Diedericks, “Break the Silence”, 2000.
(Collins 2001:35)



Mapula Embroideries, FNB Craft Awards Exhibition, 2004 (Jeff le Roux)
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A community project that has achieved success and could be considered a model of good

practice is the Mapula (mother of rain) Embroidery Initiative based at the Sisters of Mercy Centre

in Winterveld, Mpumalanga. It is a success story of sisterhood, compassion and commitment.

Initiated by Prof Karin Skawran, it was founded by the Pretoria branch of Soroptimists

International in 1991. The aim of the project was the empowerment of the women within the

extremely poor rural region of Winterveld. A small sponsorship was obtained and with the

commitment of a handful of volunteers, it has grown into a self-sufficient sustainable business

involving about 400 women. In time, the participants gained the necessary business skills

required to manage the enterprise: technical proficiency, creative decisions concerning

imagery, quality control, management, sales, orders and deliveries. They have, as a result of

its sustainability and assurance of production and quality, established a large international market.

The women are encouraged to create personal images though assistance is available when

required. The images are accessed from their own experiences and the rituals of everyday living

as well as local and current events heard on radio or read in newspapers although these are the

exceptions. The embroidery has a naive local flavour derived from the familiarity with daily

chores in a rural existence while its vibrancy is a result of the individualistic use of colour,

texture and patterns. The participants are untrained in the formal principles of art-making but

have a natural intuition for design and colour. As previously stated, it is important that the maker

be given “a voice”, the opportunity to express herself in the creation and development of ideas

Mapula Embroideries.
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and images. Art historian and lecturer, Brenda Schmahmann, in the publication Material Matters, states that the continuity of many

initiatives is reliant on “outsiders” who assist in not only establishing the project but continue to intervene and that results in dependency

(2000:125-6). She states that intervention in creative decisions deprives the individual of choices and creative development26. This

supports certain of my views but it is also felt that ongoing monitoring or support in the form of consultation is necessary to ensure

sustainability. 

Gillian Scott, author of Ardmore: an African discovery, states that

1985 was somewhat of a milestone in South African art: the Second Cape Town Triennial, the Women’s Art Festival,
and the Tributaries all confirmed that South African artists were testing formal and conceptual boundaries, exploring
social issues in visual language, and seeking ways of expressing the multi-faceted nature of a South African identity.
With severe restrictions on free political activity, cultural expression became a vehicle for resistance and a means of
rejecting outworn western art formulae. The nature of ‘art’ and the role of art making in Africa were heatedly
debated: change was already in the air a decade before the 1994 elections brought significant political change and
democracy to South Africa (1998:28).

Rossina Maepa, The Funeral of My Brother, 2001. Embroidery. 
(B Meistrie in Schmahmann 2004:20)

26Anitra Nettelton is of the same opinion but also suggests that the development of these sewing collectives plays a role in the standardisation of products that are therefore seen as craft
rather than art (in Schmahmann 2000:20-1).
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Amazwi Abesifazane/Voices of Women27 was a project within the same genre protesting human violence

and abuse. It was a “unique project which preserves and promotes the creativity and memory of African

women” (Project Pamphlet [sa]). Participants with no training in the arts were asked to create embroidered

memory cloths as a way of releasing and recording the tragic events of the past. These cloths built and

became a visual history, a creative archival expression of injustices. The creative process became both a

process of healing and of reclaiming a place in history. Recording of memory “represents the kind of

reclamation that is so often central to the healing of the memory of someone” (Bester in Bedford 2001:14).

These actions empowered the participants and gave them dignity. Being given a voice, they claimed and

exerted their right to express their grief, thereby creating a public record of very personal, intimate and

private events over which they previously had neither control nor access to commentary (personal 

conversations with participants). It is hoped to collate 1000 cloths to create a permanent South

African archive. This visual archive becomes a means of questioning and publicly criticising the actions

of human abuse be they imposed by individuals or a power group. Many of the cloths recorded the

violent inter-racial clashes and faction fighting between the various ethnic groups in KwaZulu-Natal. The

role of art in any society is to represent that society and question its position. These artworks represent

both a past and ongoing reality, while questioning not only its legality, but also the situation that led to

Amanzwi Abesifazane/Voices of Women embroideries
(Create Africa South 2000: no pagination)

27Amazwi Abesifazane/Voices of Women is a project under the auspices of Create Africa South which is an non-governmental organization
(NGO) established by Durban artist, Andries Botha in 2000 to preserve and develop creativity in South Africa. 



Amanzwi Abesifazane/Voices of Women embroideries including stories.
(Create Africa South 2000: no pagination)
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these acts of inhumanity. Sadly however, although these are memory cloths they also represent and

question present conditions of racial intolerance, crime and human abuses both within this Country and

the greater global society. 

These artworks or memory cloths are beautiful in their naivety and charm but also acutely harsh

in their directness and commentary. They are stark reminders of social intolerance. Such visual 

representations cannot be easily ignored. Combined with simple text, stories of the actual events,

these embroidered artworks have the power to confront the viewer with these realities. Creative and

aesthetic group action has compiled a quiet yet resounding visual manifestation of these voices of

women. The participants were not reliant on outside intervention for the creative development of these

cloths and the artworks gave them the freedom to speak and a public context in which to be

heard. I encountered the participants making and selling these embroideries in the Durban Art

Gallery during the exhibition of the collection. As simple cloths they were not accorded the status of an

artwork and were being sold below their value; framed together with the written story and photographt of

the maker/storyteller and presented in the Gallery as a collection, they were accepted as such. In addition,

the proposed publication28  will create a permanent accessible and public site for these artworks.
Amanzwi Abesifazane/Voices of 
Women embroideries. 
(Create Africa South 2000: 
no pagination)

28Participant Florence Mdlolo was hoping to publish a book based on the project (personal conversation with participant). The Create Africa South  report of February 2003 reports that
part funding has been secured for the book written by the late Florence Mdlolo
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Contemporary South Africa is, to some extent, a post-hybrid space engrossed in the production of narratives of
reconciliation (rather than resistance). And for many artists, the archive is the chosen site for the articulation of a
politics of democratisation. No longer overshadowed by the confrontational rhetoric of ‘culture as a weapon of
struggle’, a number of South African artists are engaging notions of nationhood through an appeal to oral history and
archival record. … these disparate productions are nonetheless significant markers of the psychosis of the
contemporary nation seeking its consciousness (Bester in Bedford 2001:19).

A similar project to Mapula, is the Keiskamma Art Project29 with the Keiskamma Trust established by Carol Hofmeyr in 2000 which also

includes various social, cultural, economic development projects. It is located in the Eastern Cape village of Hamburg, near the river mouth

of the Keiskamma River. The area is populated with a scattering of holiday cottages as well as several rural African villages. At present more

Keiskamma Art Project. (S Bester) 

29Information is accessed through the Keiskamma Art Project catalogue and the Keiskamma Trust’s information booklet.

The Keiskamma Art Project.  (2005: no pagination)



Above and opposite page: The Keiskamma Tapestry [sa]. (The Keiskamma Art Project 2005: no pagination)
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than 200 women from the surrounding areas are involved in creative activities in working studios converted from old homesteads in the 

villages of Hamburg, Ntintili and Bodiam. The Trust is presently initiating a cultural centre with a working museum and tourist centre. The

development is assisted by national and international funding. By the establishment of the Trust, the programme instituted initial modes of

good practice to ensure its sustainability, with a collaborative approach to development and access to local infrastructures. Nevertheless, the

programme would still seem to encourage a culture of dependency with the coordinators and facilitators taking most of the responsibility

for creative decisions, development, sales and publicity.  

I am unaware as to what extent freedom of expression is permitted in the creative development of ideas and images as it is stated that “the

designs are … distributed among the embroiders (sic) for completion” (Keiskamma catalogue 2005:no pagination). I have also been informed

however, that the modus operandi of late has been to introduce artists into the project for a short period of time to initiate and develop ideas

and drawings for large-scale artworks which are then implemented by the women whereas originally large-scale artwork was developed and
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implemented by the women themselves. This would seem contrary to the original idea of giving the participants a “voice” and

puts the emphasis on work as paid employment rather than ownership and capacity.    

The Keiskamma Tapestry, exhibited in 2003, is a 126m-long embroidered artwork that tells the story of this region of the Eastern Cape and

the Xhosa people with its origin representing a rich fertile land filled with wildlife prior to human settlement, to the early San/Bushmen, and

ending with the 1994 democratic elections. This visual history is retold in dynamic yet simple bold and direct images that have been accessed

through their own traditional knowledge and the memories of the oral history passed from generation to generation combined with written

records of the events over time. Its long narrow format compounds the narrative; the directness and intensity of its intent fascinates and 

convinces the viewer of its honesty in its recording; and the multiplicity and marriage of the images and events create a richness and aesthetic

that cannot be denied. It is without doubt, art not sewing.   

The Keiskamma Tapestry, detail.



Keiskamma Altarpiece, [sa]. Emboidery, wood. 
Above and opposite right: (The Keisekamma Art Project 2005: no pagination)
Opposite left: detail  (S. Bester)
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The Keiskamma Altarpiece, its Xhosa title being Umaf’evuka, nje ngenyanga translates as “dying and rising as the moon does” relates to a

traditional Xhosa proverb of a tenacious person refusing to accept defeat. Its format is based on the altar piece by the German painter Mathias

Grünewald, the Issenheim Altarpiece showing the crucifixion of Christ. Not only is the format “borrowed” but many of the images are closely

aligned to Grünewald’s as in angels flying overhead with the content of life and death central to both works. However, the work is unique in

its exploitation of contemporary media, concepts, processes and design. Its direct relevance to its community is strongly communicated

through the depiction of specific individuals, located to its site through the mapping of the village, river and surrounding landscape, and the

local fabric of the life of its community is completely embedded and woven into its images. It is nevertheless, a universal statement linked to

communities world-wide in its commitment to life and death, struggles and joy, and the dependency of family, love and hope.



Monkeybiz Invitation, December 2002 - March 2003. Beaded artworks.
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A project with similar intentions, is Monkeybiz which has 

made a dream come true. Adesire to create employment and empowerment for disadvantaged women in Cape Town
has led to the creation of Monkeybiz. A non-profit organization, the business supplies richly coloured glass beads to
the women in the townships of Mandela Park, Khayelitsha and Philippi. Each women is paid for every item produced
and, since they work from home, can look after their families and avoid transport costs. The beadworks are unique,
creating a sensation wherever they appear locally and abroad (Jackson in Viljoen 2003:7).

The project draws directly on the Southern African tradition of beading but has re-invented and transformed the products and the intentions

of this traditional craft. 
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In the publication positively HIV+, the intention has been transformed from body adornment to body preservation in the form of an

educational book on HIV/AIDS. It is a “bead-picture book” that is completely new in approach, contemporary in its design, imaginative,

creative and functional. In addition, the publication could be seen as a catalogue of the many beaded artworks made by the

women: picture frames, dolls, animals, and traditional beaded love letters with contemporary messages. The individual animals and

figures that are crafted are delightful, each one unique, different, well crafted, references the exuberance of the African culture

with its love of colour, pattern, rhythm, and texture, and is typically within the decorative tradition of beading. The personalities of the

women are expressed in the crafting of each object in the use and choice of colour and design.  

Opposite and Right: Monkeybiz  positively HIV + . Digital images.
(Viljoen 2003: 19, 42, 55, 26, 35)



Hollard Bead Collection.
Above and opposite: Julia Clark, Charmed life, [sa]. 
Beaded by: A Maxakata, I Beyile, K Skiet, N Skiti, N Makeleni, N Ntisana, P Atyosi, T Mdekazi.  
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The African Continent has a long history of trading in beads and shells as well as the manufacture and dyeing of cloth resulting in an array

of styles, patterns and applications within the manufacture of fabrics, needlework, embroidery, beadwork of every kind, everyday functional

objects, artworks, iconic objects, ritual artefacts, masks, jewellery and objects of body adornment. Influences on these arts and crafts have

come from all over the world especially from the early settlers and more recently from the contemporary practices of “borrowing” from any

applicable source or medium. In South Africa the traditional crafts of beadwork and embroidery are being re-invented in unique and exciting

ways and the results could be considered art as opposed to craft. The combinations of beading, embroidery and appliqué together with the

incorporation of other media such as ceramic shards, wirework, buttons, safety pins, plastics and metals used to create unique and beautiful

works of art, attest to the innovative and creative potential within South African cultures. However, craftsmanship is absolutely essential for

success and training the various creative skills is still very necessary to ensure the quality of these new innovative works.

The Hollard Contemporary Bead Collection is a “unique collaboration between six of South Africa’s finest

artists and Qalo, a studio of 16 Xhosa beaders based in Cape Town. … each artist provided an original

design for beading by Qalo and in collaboration worked towards highlighting the astonishing versatile

nature of glass seed beads” (Coeo Information booklet [sa]). Qalo is Xhosa meaning “beginning” and

the project is a visual arts community upliftment initiative of Coeo, an art consultancy specialising

in creative collaboration. As with Monkeybiz, the use of glass beads has quite evidently been innovative in

recreating the artists’designs. The beads replace paint and are laid into the surface, re-interpreting forms,

textures, tonalities, rhythms and movement as light is brought into play reflected in and by beads. The Bead

Collection is one of several similar initiatives facilitated by Coeo, providing a context for job creation. The



Hollard Bead Collection.
Conrad Botes, Portraits 1 and 2.
Beaded by: A Maxikata, 
L Phillips, M Masina, N Kanku,
N Mabassa, N Ngenya, N Mhleli.  
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extent to which the beaders are given an opportunity to express their own interpretation of a given

work is totally dependent on the participating artist. This is a relatively new project and hopefully in

time, the beaders will have an opportunity to develop their own creative potential both conceptually

and technically. Certainly, there is much potential and many possibilities for the development of this

programme.       

Embrocraft Training Trust30 is a non-profit organisation involved in the training of sewing skills

accompanied by basic craft techniques of textile dyeing and printing, resist printing on fabric, fabric

painting and embroidery. A quilt format is frequently used to combine the visual expressions of 

stories or events interpreted by the participants from their life experiences dealing with

taboo social issues such as HIV/AIDS, abuse of women and children, the
environment, etc. … target groups have been mainly rural women where the
high incidence of unemployment and poverty perpetuate the cycle of women
abuse. … Giving them self-esteem, peer group support and awareness of various
potential life threatening issues is a small step towards independence and
their ability to claim their human rights (Lock, Embrocraft Training Trust
information sheets [sa], no pagination).

30Embrocraft Training Trust, an NGO based in Hillcrest, KwaZulu Natal was established by Brenda Lock.

Hollard Bead Collection.
Tamlin Blake, Always Provide
Return Address, 2003.
(Artwork not indicated in Coeo
brochure as in  previous works
and regrettably no credit was
given to the beaders for this work
in the 2003 Brett Kebble Art
Awards catalogue.)
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Two specific training programmes of relevance to this research presented by Embrocraft are: HIV/AIDS and related issues  and

environmental conservation. Within rural communities AIDS, sex and other such controversial issues are considered

taboo subjects for discussion by traditional rural women and they are unaware of contemporary thinking around and

knowledge of ecology and the implications and consequences thereof. This is due to lack of contact with an urban context or

the outside world and the lack of education and information regarding these issues and Embrocraft trainers have to be

extremely sensitive in dealing with these concerns (personal conversations with Lock).

Embrocraft environmental quilts, details.
Fabric paint, embroidery.
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In the eco-therapy workshops, trainers deal not only with skills training and informational aspects of conservation and the environment but

also with how people are connected to and are reliant on the earth. This is a holistic and inclusive approach that incorporates family ties, daily

living and a respect for community and the planet. Embrocraft workshop presentations are interactive and participatory. Discussions are

interpreted through drawings as well as various other activities such as movement and dance, games, breathing and fire exercises.

The interconnectedness of human beings to each other and to nature are explained and thereafter interpreted and enacted by the participants.

This approach is important as it provides the incentive for implementation of ecological thinking. A basic overall understanding of the

interdependence between all things is used as a philosophy to create narratives using fabric squares as in comic

strip format that are then partially painted, embroidered and finally machine-sewn into a “nature” quilt. Participants leave the

workshops empowered by the new knowledge gained. These courses are occasionally followed by a three-day basic business skills course.

The courses are well structured and presented and are successful in their initial aims. Extremely marketable and socially relevant quilts are

being created and exhibited resulting in sales to museums and private collections locally and abroad. A similar approach is taken in the 

presentation of HIV/AIDS creative workshops with the quilts being retained by the participants and displayed at community centres or local schools.   

Ardmore Ceramic Art Studio in the Kwazulu Natal Midlands was initially established in 1985 when Fée Halstead-Berning decided to employ

a local person to work alongside her in the studio. The late Bonnie Ntshalintshali filled this position and having learnt the fundamental skills

of ceramic art, went on to become a popular and recognised artist. Halstead-Berning has since developed the Studio into what Scott defines

as “an internationally respected business that now employs about 40 artists in a practical, incentive-driven commercial strategy” (1998:26). 
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The artists all originate from the surrounding areas of Winterton and Rosetta, KwaZulu

Natal and work together as a group sharing the different stages of production according

to each individual’s expertise. The ideas and images are sourced from many reference

books, illustrations, gothic relief works,  African wildlife, traditional English designs, local

life and individual belief structures. The interpretation, blend of cultures and referential

sources together with the ingenuity of the artists, create unique and individualised sculptural

and functional objects that maintain the Studio’s own distinctive identity. The easy 

borrowing, altering and combining of found images offers the artists the opportunity

to develop their own creative expressions. This is particularly noticeable in the use of

colour and its application to designs, and the meticulous attention to detail and pattern.

While it is stated that income is the primary source of gratification, it cannot be denied that

creative satisfaction must play an essential role in the artists’ attitudes to workmanship and

responsibility, which factors play an important role in the marketability, retaining standards

and quality of these products and consequently, the sustainability of the enterprise.

While one must applaud the achievements of Ardmore Studio, questions must be asked

regarding the intervention or control of style, imagery and content of the artworks and

functional ceramics. There is also the question of individual development

Above: Untitled, [sa]. Ceramic (Sellschop, Goldblatt & Hemp 2002: 143)
Below: Woman on Bull, 1996. Ceramic.  Made by: Nhlanhla Nsundwane, Painted by Mirriam Ngubeni. 
(K. Comfort in Scott 1998:57)



Bonnie Ntshalintshali, The Last Supper, 1990. Ceramic.
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beyond that of the Ardmore context. Control is implied by limited access to creative information and education: that

of other more diverse sources of imagery and content; developments in art and ceramics locally and internationally; access

to further training both within the arts and business skills; high school and tertiary education; and knowledge of

socio-political developments outside the Midlands area. The question is not whether these artists want “more”, but whether they

should be given a choice through exposure to the world beyond their confined existence. While they are financially bound to the Studio,

there seems to be little opportunity for personal development. It could be said that the previous colonial systemof dependency and indenture

has been re-invented in disguise. Although creativity is encouraged, except for a few, the personal voice of each individual is not all that evident.

Halstead-Berning provides the practical, operational and financial infrastructures. Scott states that “a unique combination of artistic

creativity matched with a degree of economic pragmatism has resulted in the success of the Ardmore Studio” (1998:27). One would have

to question however, that no matter how successful Ardmore Studio is now, if the driving force and vision of Halstead-Berning is eliminated

from these operations, how sustainable would this business continue to be? While a young man from the area has been appointed

manager, is he capable of handling all the financial operations and infrastructure involved in promotion, sales and international markets? If

not already established, limited partnerships in the business for the artists could be an ideal outcome of such an enterprise and would certainly

encourage the acquisition of knowledge, capacity and full empowerment. Scott further states that “job satisfaction, self expression, and both

social and economic empowerment” has been attained (1998:28). However, empowerment, control and ownership remain in the hands of

Halstead-Berning but, if creative personal empowerment is to be given an opportunity to develop, a more open approach could be

encouraged. It is acknowledged that Ardmore Studio is not a “school for the arts” but the context, which is also not truly a factory situation

because individual creativity is required in the production of each ceramic works, could certainly provide an environment for the

development of many potential artists, as was the case with the late Bonnie Ntshalintshali.



Above, opposite top and below, and following page: All craft works are untitled
and without dates. Recycled mixed media collected from beach. 
(Fagan 2004: no pagination)
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The Ilithalomso Craft from Waste is an important collaborative community project within a

completely different ethos. It originated as a training programme for The Coastcare project, initiated in

2000, of the Kommetjie Environmental Awareness Group (KEAG) with two of the main aims being

that of concern for the environment and equally important, that of poverty alleviation. The Working for

the Coast Project supports 20 women in the area by providing training and work collecting litter daily

from the beach and if necessary, participating in environmental rehabilitation. These teams collect on

an average 1000 refuse bags of litter per month. Artist Monique Fagan, already working with waste

material, was approached to develop a recycling craft training programme using the collected waste

and the Ilithalomso project was established.

Although the material is available and could be assumed to be a “free source”, the process

from collecting, sorting and preparing the material to the manufacture of the final product, is labour

intensive resulting in craft objects becoming relatively expensive. However, taking into account

production time and the uniqueness of concept and creativity, the product can be considered as an

individualised artwork and therefore, not merely a mass-produced craft item. As the project has

progressed, product development now takes place through dialogue within the group resulting in the

creation of brightly coloured, well crafted  items that are both functional and decorative

crafted from the “flotsam and jetsam” washed up by the tides. Several important criteria are

applied within the project, quality of production, product development and dialogue. Through

collaboration with an outlet source, with costing and marketing experience, Fagan was assisted in

understanding the relationship between production costs and expected returns.
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Skills training and development in the arts and crafts is being instituted throughout the Country at enormous cost. Much of this energy and

newly acquired expertise however, is being lost. Many initiatives are being undermined or rendered ineffectual through inaccessibility to

infrastructure essential for sustainability on the one hand and, in my opinion, a certain lack of commitment by the participants on the other.

This is due to inexperience, the inability or “know how” to proceed and the fact that skills alone do not create opportunities. The problem

however, lies not in the initial training courses but would seem to be due to the lack of regular support and mentorship. Limited or no access

to, or logistical assistance for these newly trained artists and crafters is available to enable them to establish their own sustainable

entrepreneurial projects. Therefore, training programmes must include aspects of marketing and product development, business skills and

long-term planning for sustainability. Marketing arts and crafts is extremely difficult and outlets for sales are limited. Most importantly, it is

the factor of “exposure to the industry and the public” which is difficult to achieve without access to necessary support structures. The skills

and finances required for these aspects are generally acquired over time. Sustainability can only be achieved through the combination of good

practice that incorporates a well structured business plan covering a minimum five-year period together with the self-worth that supports

continuity acquired from the dignity of achievement. Without the support structures the results are predictable: frustration, despondency and

failure with the initial trust that was established during the training sessions being completely destroyed. Possibilities promised become

unfulfilled probabilities.

Several elements are essential to the success of any self-help enterprise: ongoing mentorship until sufficient experience has been gained,

motivation, and access to marketing outlets. However the problem of creating dependency through ongoing support must be considered.

Self-worth, particularly, is underestimated as a major contributor to both motivation and sustainability. One intrinsic and integral aspect of

any community-based collaborative initiative that seems to be omitted from many programmes is that of freedom of expression, the choice

of the individual to create his or her own images, the individual’s own voice31. One’s own creative voice develops self-worth and pride and

31In Voices of Women the images were created by each individual person. However, this is not the case in many collaborative or outreach projects. Often images are created by one or
two people and then given to participants to embroider, paint or mosaic. It becomes a task, not self-expression.
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in turn motivates the desire to improve. It is essential that job creation becomes the aim and the result of training but, within creative

disciplines it is also extremely important and desirable that each trainee discovers his or her own inherent creative abilities. In developing this

potential, the individual is equipped with both the knowledge of capacity and the means of sustainability. Capacity should be seen not

merely as practical skills and formal understanding (knowledge of the basic principles inherent in any particular discipline or process) but

should incorporate the dimension of independent creativity. It is the desire for and acquisition of creative and spiritual capacity that

assists in establishing sustainability. Merely fulfilling a task or carrying out prescribed work requirements provides payment; making

choices of how to develop an individualised work provides additional independence and self-esteem.   

Effort, energy and resources are being wasted. What is not known is how many of these training programmes have in fact resulted in

long-term successful businesses where the participants have been able to claim ownership of the projects. Questions need to

be asked and answered about the rationale and efficiency of skills development within the creative disciplines. This may well mean 

re-evaluating the systems that are being initiated through both private and public funding. The enormous creative potential

should be harnessed and encouraged using an alternative unique, dynamic and holistic approach. Lack of sharing or pooling of resources,

both financial and human, fear and intolerance of “the other”, egotism, isolation and lack of trust are all counteracting the dynamic potential

for creative development and entrepreneurial possibilities that exist. There is certainly value in all these presentations and training

programmes. However, in order for these to become sustainable and reach their full potential, a concerted effort is required by all parties to

establish channels of communication, cross-referencing of information, interdisciplinary approaches and a national dedicated body through

which all programmes are registered or recorded. With the fear of being copied or flooding the market, the successful programmes remain

“closed”. Knowledge and information is not being shared, “capitalist” philosophies are operative and therefore cohesive and strongly-linked

national and international markets are not being established. A simple solution to this fear is product development and individuality of

approach within initiatives.   
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A CRITICAL SURVEY OF SELECTED PUBLIC ART COMMISSIONS and COLLABORATIVE 

COMMUNITYART PROJECTS BY WENDY ROSS

It is to be noted that artworks, community participation, and entrepreneurial outcomes are discussed within the development of

each particular programme, and details of location and organisations involved, are listed under the sub-heading of each programme.

I acknowledge that it is difficult to assess the projects completely objectively in my role as artist/facilitator but the intention is to present the

projects as examples with potential for conceptualising and establishing programmes for creative interventions in building capacity and 

creating social spaces. Comments regarding the difficulties encountered and problems that should be addressed with possible solutions, are

also discussed.  

Arts in Action: a group of artists working collaboratively with communities: 

Arts in Action is a group of artists working on collaborative interactive public arts, participatory community projects and developmental

programmes concerned with social transformation and change. The projects provide opportunities for and encourage creative self-help

development. The artists believe that creativity and individual expression through the arts and crafts permeate all aspects of life and can be

key elements to economic and social upliftment.

Learn to earn projects include not only creativity, craft skills and product development but also literacy and basic entrepreneurial skills. The

products, presently a range of bags and wall hangings, provide not only an income but also act as a public forum through the embroidered

images for social issues relevant to lives in the communities.
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MISSION STATEMENT

• to encourage an awareness of art that reaches beyond traditional forms, content and context by engaging itself in the lives of the broader 

community and thus explore and extend the social role of the artist in communities with the aim of facilitating a better quality of life;

• to promote the widest possible collaboration between artists and other disciplines, professions and audiences to combine the arts and 

sciences in the interests of a democratic and stimulating cultural environment;

• to act as a pressure group to raise public awareness through the arts of relevant social, economic, cultural and ecological concerns;

• to work within the broad framework of sustainable development and rural regeneration to assist in the eradication of poverty.

AIMS:

• to encourage collaboration with and involvement by communities and other professions and artists;

• to bring about social and environmental change and transformation;

• to provide opportunities for urban and rural regeneration through the arts;

• to create opportunities for training, the transferral of skills and education through outreach programmes;

• to empower communities to take control of their local environments, both socially and physically.
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DEFINITION OF ARTS in ACTION

The scope of “arts” is to be understood as all forms of visual arts, crafts, music, dance, performance, photographic and computer media, and

creative writing.

Public art is generally understood to be monuments, modernist sculptures and installations sited in open public spaces. However, public art

inherently, is social intervention and should be built on the concepts of audience, relationships, communication and socio-political intentions.

Within the confines of Arts in Action, the term “art, public art, and art in public spaces” should be understood as referring to new genre public

art. This term denotes “a socially engaged, interactive art that uses both traditional and non-traditional media to communicate and interact

with a broad and diversified audience about issues directly relevant to their lives … ”(Lacy, 1996: 19). Lucy Lippard, American author and

critic, describes public art as “accessible work of any kind that cares about, challenges, involves and consults the audience for or with whom

it is made, respecting community and environment” (Lippard in Lacy, 1996: 121).

New genre public art is by nature diverse in form and content, and incorporates all the arts. This idiom of creative activity includes permanent

and temporary artworks in both indoor and outdoor contexts, including the performing arts, exhibitions, workshops, community projects and

educational programmes. Essential to all this work is the understanding of the “public” context and community participation.

Arts in Action was established by Wendy Ross in 1998. 
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PROJECT: INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP, PRETORIA TECHNIKON, 
PROPOSAL FOR A PLAY STRUCTURE FOR A CHILDREN’S PARK.
Carved terroctta bricks.

ARTIST: Wendy Ross.
DATE: 1994.

This proposal for a sculptural play and seating artwork has been included as an example of a medium that has great potential with
respect to its costs, durability, versatility, and easy of use and manipulation within a collaborative community-based arts
programme. A brick sculpture such as this work would need to be placed within a light or multi-coloured brick paving which
would stand up to the wear and tear of children climbing and playing on the work. The bricks are carved when “leather hard”,
and then kiln-fired. Areas of mosaic could easily be included into areas of the work which would add an element of contrast and
colour. 
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PROJECT: PUBLIC ART COMPETITION: ICC DURBAN – Fountain Element.
Mosaic, paving, baked enamel alluminium sheeting.

LOCATION: Commission not implemented as no funding was procured.
CLIENTS: Durban Metropolitan Council; Durban Infrastructure Development Trust; 

Stephanie Woodhouse Interior Design; Andrew & Boulle Project Managers.
ARTIST: Wendy Ross.
PROJECT DATES: September 1996 – March 1997.

The proposal presented for the new International Conference Centre (ICC) in Durban stated that 

the artwork

should be accessible to the public in its general appeal, heighten the senses and visual consciousness of the viewer, while
also improving the aesthetic appearance of the surroundings. … Ideally, these works should enhance the particularity
of the environment by exploring the “locally typical” (Ross, ICC Fountain Proposal). 

The artists’ brief published by the clients stated transferral of skills and community participation to be compulsory in the construction of

the work. The brief proposed a sculptural element for a fountain at the entrance plaza to the building. The proposal submitted took into

account the entire pedestrian plaza area with the open public space being considered by the artist as an opportunity to develop a social

space and was therefore incorporated into an overall design that was conceived by the artist to be synonymous with the multiplicity and

ethnicity of the South African nation. 

I was awarded the commission but, due to constant delays by the Project managers, eventually withdrew as it was no longer possible to carry

out the construction of the work within the remaining time with the completion date being as originally stipulated. Durban Metropolitan

Council however purchased the Design and Concept for the plaza for future installation of the environmental public artwork. To date, this has

not occurred as funding has not been found.   
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THEME AND CONCEPT

The design and concept took cognisance of the locality of “the

place”, that of a major multi-national southern African city. A

combination of several myths originating from across Africa

became the source of the theme of the greedy sea/river monster

that swallowed the village, the valley and all that lived in the

land and sky. This mythical sea/river monster would become the

fountain that meandered through the site. Place-making was the

intent. The water area represented the internal surface of the

monster with its surfaces completely covered in mosaics reflecting

the local everyday images that had been swallowed. The space

would become a combination of water, colour, textures, sculptural

forms and decorative paving creating a communal social space

and meeting place, keeping in mind the function of the Centre.

The images were to be accessed through a drawing workshop

for children.
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COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION

A workshop for children presented in English, Zulu and Afrikaans was held over two days.

Aregister was taken to incorporate the names of the children into the mosaics which would

list all participants. Alternative versions of the swallowing monster were narrated and

partially performed by the narrators in the three languages while the children

interpreted these stories in drawings. These drawings were to be re-interpreted in the

mosaic surfaces of the fountain that would represent the internal body of the greedy

monster. 

ADDITIONAL ELEMENTS
Conceived as a meeting place, elements included eating, drinking fountains, a clock tower,
modulated surfaces of decorative paving and the tail fins that formed a wall of falling water.

COMMENTS

Conceived as a meeting place, elements included eating, drinking fountains, a clock

tower, modulated surfaces of decorative paving and the tail fins that formed a wall of falling

water.  Unlike the majority of major public art commissions of its day, the clients instituted

an open call for artists for a wide range of works. The brief clearly stipulated their

intentions of community training and participation which I consider admirable as

it displays their commitment to an inclusive approach, concerns for the arts and skills

training. Unfortunately, constant delays at every stage of the process jeopardised the

fulfilment of many of the projects.  In addition, funding had not been established prior to the

call for artists and as a result, most of the projects were not implemented. Regrettably, this

is the case with many public art commissions in South Africa.
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PROJECT: RIVERSIDE  SCULPTURE  -  a collaborative public art project. 
Mixed media, mosaics, paving, concrete.
TERTIARY GROUP PROJECT FOR A SCULPTURE EXHIBITION for the 1998 KLEIN 
KAROO NATIONALARTS FESTIVAL.

LOCATION: Pedestrian Bridge, Grobbelaars Rivier, Oudtshoorn, South Western Cape.
CLIENTS: N/A
INSTITUTION: Unisa Visual Arts Department.
ARTISTS: Wendy Ross: coordinator, facilitator and lecturer.

Valerie Bester: artist and lecturer. 
STUDENTS: Celia de Villiers, Sonja Barac, Susan Pretorius, Marilies Herold, Kato Neveling. 
PROJECT DATES: January – April 1998.

The Klein Karoo Festival committee called for tertiary institutions to submit sculptures created through collaboration by groups of students.

Ross decided to use this as an opportunity to create a site-specific public and functional artwork, the objective being to develop a project based

on inclusiveness and a public context to create an artwork that fulfilled the following criteria:

• to create a sense of place and identity

• to provide seating and act as a meeting place and landmark

• to engage with the communities and people who use the place
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• to commemorate both its locality and the Klein Karoo Arts Festival

• to improve and enhance the visual and physical aspects of a particular environment

• to incorporate community involvement in the making process.

In order to fulfil these criteria, the team of artists travelled to Oudsthoorn in January prior to the

Festival to workshop the project and research possible sites and ideas based on the locality. The

town and surrounding areas were explored looking at topography, flora and fauna, local history,

architecture, industry and farming and also talking to many local residents. The construction of the

sculpture took place during the 1998 Klein Karoo Arts Festival and the final grouting of the

mosaics was completed during September 1998. As a new concept to art-making in South

Africa, local residents and visitors to the Festival were interested in the process and their responses

were positive.  

The role and intention of any collaborative site-specific public artwork is very different from merely

placing a sculpture in a public venue. Alternative parameters needed to be considered and the

project proved to be a valuable learning process as, having never worked in this area, the process

was a totally new experience for both the artists and the audiences.  
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COLLABORATION

Working as a team to create a public artwork immediately questioned concepts of authorship,

ownership and intentions. In addition, creative and aesthetic decisions could not be based on form

and content alone but also included issues of functionality, safety, suitability, accessibility and 

audience. The local community was encouraged to work with the artists to create mosaic images

and assist in construction of the sculpture.

As the concept of  public art goes beyond the issue of place, the artwork needed to be accessible

to its audience in content as well as site -  the ideas and images embedded in the work were

therefore based on the original research of the locality and is easily interpreted by and relevant

to both local residents and visitors. Through the earlier collaborations and involvement by

local youth in the construction of the artwork, ownership of the work was transferred to the

local community have become the custodians of the work especially as it relates specifically to

its site, has cleaned up an unsightly area and in its references creates a local landmark.

THE  SCULPTURE

Various ideas and sites were considered. However, it was felt that the river frontage provided

an ideal opportunity for the development of a “green passageway” through the town and was

already the focus of the Adopt-a-Space Project with local groups and organisations.  
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The selected site was an eyesore with rubbish collecting in the growth around the tree trunk and

being used by vagrants as a toilet. The site was centrally placed alongside Grobbleaars Rivier and

the pedestrian bridge. The art team decided to create a sculpture that would provide seating, clean

up the area and act as a local landmark. A simple line drawing emerged that seemed to be a 

combination of abstract forms and ostrich/crocodile/tortoise motif This was used to structure the

basic form around the tree.

The formation of the structure was dictated by the slope of the ground and the shape of the tree

trunk and developed on-site taking into account space for future growth of the tree. The main

structure was constructed from bricks, cement and river boulders, the final sculptural form 

covered in mosaics mostly prepared prior to the time of the Festival. The motifs for the mosaics

were representative of the architecture, farming industries, and the topography, flora and fauna of

the area. Imagery resourced from the area included: crabs from the river and local birds and

insects, ostrich farming with its industry of feathers and eggs, reptiles and the crocodile farm,

butterfly farming, insects, the unique rock formations and waterfalls of the Swartberg Pass and

Meiringspoort, rock art, donkey carts in the area, the poet Langenhoven and historical 

documentation from the local museum.

The project was sponsored by the artists. PPC sponsored the cement, and Oudstshoorn Town

Council sponsored sand, stone, bricks, and assisted with labour. 
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COMMENTS

There was tremendous interest in the project by both local residents and visitors

alike. Many unemployed youths were prepared to assist in the project on an ad hoc basis

as there was no funding for the project. Many teenagers and children participated in making

mosaics and embedding these into the artwork during the Festival. Time was limited and the

team often worked late and extended their stay for a few days in order to complete the project.

Overall the project was considered to be successful in cleaning up the area and in its

use of local references. It was difficult to ensure community participation especially as the

team was not resident in the area and workshops with people prior to the Festival were not

possible. It would seem to have been accepted by the local community with the girls and

staff from the nearby Petra Girls School deciding to take responsibility for the ongoing care

of the artwork. 
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PROJECT: PUBLIC ART COMMISSION FOR ENTRANCE TO SPORTS GROUNDS 
FOR SPRINGVALE PRIMARY SCHOOL.
Dolomite rock, mosaics, mixed media-inlaid pavers. 

LOCATION: Centurion, Tshwane.
CLIENTS: Centurion Town Council (now Tshwane Municipality).
ORGANISATION: ARTS in ACTION.
ARTISTS: Wendy Ross: design concept, coordinator and facilitator.

Vicki Ross van Wyk and Mariaan van Schalkwyk.
PROJECT DATES: January – September 2000.

ARTS in ACTION was invited to submit a proposal for a collaborative public artwork that would be relevant to the school but retain

public access. This proved difficult and it was agreed to site the artwork at the entrance to the sports fields for Springvale Primary

School The aim was to design a public artwork that would create a sense of arrival, give an identity to the entrance and function

as seating. The project was to be participatory involving the learners, educators and parents. This project was one of two new ventures

in this idiom commissioned by the former Centurion Town Council.
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THEME AND CONCEPT

After meetings with the Principal, the theme of friendship and greeting was selected as this entrance is used by visiting schools during 

sporting events and competitions. The following year, 2001 would be the 20th anniversary of the school, which was  subsequently incorporated

in the theme that included the translation of the word hello in as many languages as possible. The artwork was named the WELCOME GATE.

The intention was to use workshops not only to create designs but to incorporate an educational and social dimension by looking at countries and

languages across the world thereby introducing the dimension of tolerance and friendship. The initial workshop presented the ideas

and concept to the art educators and approximately 50 children who spent the time during the workshop making drawings based on the

idea of friendship. It was hoped that the interrelated themes of race and friendship would be considered important enough to be incorporated

into subjects such as history, geography, cultural studies and life skills as well as arts and culture. The children were asked to find words of

greeting from as many languages as possible especially from their own cultural backgrounds. It was hoped that these words would be

used to introduce a basic assignment on countries and cultures around the world and their places of origin. 

IMPLEMENTATION

Parents were invited to a slide presentation but, as anticipated, the attendance was disappointing considering the number of children attending

the school. Those present considered the project positive and accepted the concept that the artwork or decorative elements could result in creating

a unique identity for the school. Nevertheless, it was evident that although they approved the project and voiced the opinion that projects of this

nature should be implemented more regularly, they were not interested in participating! 
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The meeting was followed with several information pamphlets being distributed at regular intervals during

the project yet parents regularly expressed no knowledge of the project when questioned. Comments were

always positive but only a few parents volunteered their assistance.

The initial workshop presented by the artists resulted in many spontaneous drawings. Regrettably thereafter,

the educators exercised their influence on the children with the resulting drawings and final mosaics becoming

more static, geometric and less creative.  

As the school authorities were not prepared to buy the extra paving blocks that were needed, the decision

was taken to create paving blocks that would also allow additional participation by any interested

child and were subsequently made on-site by the children and coordinated by the artists and a few parents.

The construction of the walling, cement paving blocks and the laying of the mosaics took place over several

weeks during the third school term. Irrespective of the scepticism by the art educator, working on-site

engendered considerable interest especially from the children who enquired about the project and art

in general. Many children offered their assistance after school hours and assisted with the paving blocks and

cleaning the mosaics once they had been installed.

Due to the lack of volunteer support from the parents, it was not possible to construct the walling as high

as was intended. An additional 20 – 30cm in height in some sections would have afforded the work more
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presence, created a more satisfactory sculptural form and made it more visible from the road. The artists 

constructed as much height as was physically possible within the constraints of time and budget. 

COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION

Several problems arose due to the nature of the school context. Initially there had been reservations from the art

educator as to the viability and handling of the project. Although not required as essential to the project’s

implementation, it was felt that the educators could not be expected to undertake extra work. However, once the

project was approved, the decision was taken by the art educator to limit the participation to children in the

extra-mural art classes. Although this was not ideal, participation by the children would always be

difficult to arrange due to busy schedules and the large number of students who attend the school. The artists

felt that every child should be given the opportunity to participate and each child was asked to bring a metal

object to embed in the cement paving blocks and participate in the making of these. In this way many more

children were able to participate in the project.

The cross-disciplinary educational aspect of the project regrettably did not occur. Words, ideas and imagery for

the mosaics were limited due to the fact that the educators orchestrated the workshops themselves. This

reduced the intended educational and creative dimensions of the project. 
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COMMENTS

In retrospect, the intentions of this project were too idealistic as well as too ambitious – hence

the lack of time, funds and lack of volunteer support became a greater problem than necessary.

This should have been recognised and the project adjusted.

As the artists were dependent on the cooperation of the art educators, diplomacy was required

and decisions regarding the interpretation of the theme were to a large degree relinquished to

the educators. Added to this was their misconception of “designing” images and words using

shapes that could be visually altered into mosaics. The educators had a strong influence over

what images and words they thought would be appropriate and should be used. This resulted

in designs being mainly in the same geometric style with little variation or individuality. It

is considered that perhaps the natural creativity of the children was restricted.  

Although, as has been stated, several notices had been sent to the parents, most parents seemed

to have received no information on the project. It would appear that the responsibility for the

education of their children is considered to be via the school lessons and the sole responsibility

of the school. They do not appear to take cognisance of the value of creative and cultural activities.

In discussions with high school educators within the creative disciplines, it was their opinion

that very little credibility is given to the arts and academic subjects take preference in  the  

allocation of funding, time and attention. 
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There is some reservation as to the strength and durability of the cement paving blocks that were produced

by the children. Without the necessary supervision, many of the found objects that the children embedded

into the blocks were too deeply inset. This caused cracking in the cement that could deteriorate with time.

Should this occur, it is hoped that the school will replace these blocks.

The craftsmanship in the paving blocks and in the laying of the mosaics is satisfactory but not necessarily

of the highest standard. However, within such a project, a balance needs to be maintained between the quality

of the workmanship and the desire to involve the children with their limited attention span while sustaining

enthusiasm. The aims of the project were to educate and facilitate learning while also exposing the

children to the possibility of creating art within an alternative context. I consider that the latter was

achieved and the craftsmanship of the artwork is of reasonable quality. The artists were not in a 

position to ensure the implementation of the socio-cultural educative intentions.

Several perceptions were revealed in this project: do not be over-ambitious; unless you are assured of the

help and support necessary, do not rely on volunteers; if this assistance is not forthcoming,  adjust the intentions

or scale of the project accordingly; ensure that one can manage the work within the budget, available

resources and time.    

The children who were involved in the project often encouraged their friends to observe the work and

were justifiably proud of their achievement. An experience of ownership was evident in that the children

offered their help and undertook to conserve the artwork.
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PROJECT: PUBLIC ART COMMISSION FOR AN ENTRANCE SCULPTURE 
TO NEW LIBRARYAND COMMUNITY CENTRE.
Terracotta bricks, ceramic glaze, mosaics, concrete.

LOCATION: New Housing Development, Olievenshoutsbosch Ext 13, Centurion, Tshwane.
CLIENTS: Centurion Town Council (now Tshwane Municipality).
ORGANISATION: ARTS in ACTION.
ARTISTS: Wendy Ross: design concept, coordinator and facilitator.

Vicki Ross van Wyk and Mariaan van Schalkwyk.
PROJECT DATES: January – November 2000.

ARTS in ACTION was approached to submit a proposal for a new venture by the Centurion Town Council.

The aim of the project was to produce a public artwork for the new library that would create a sense of

arrival and give a unique and distinct identity to the site. The proposed theme was based on everyday living

using a combination of myths from across Africa to inculcate a new narrative relevant to this context. It was

believed that using these myths would refer not only to a cultural context but also to the function of a library.

The sculpture was to provide a medium for storytelling, allow for imaginative interpretation, create a unique

entrance and provide outdoor seating. The brief for the commission required an artwork for the Library. It

was essential however that the project gained public acceptance. To achieve this, the proposal included an

outreach programme for the local children during the initial stages of the project.
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THEME AND CONCEPT

It was decided to base the theme on the proposal submitted by myself to the Durban ICC competition

as it is improbable that this project will ever be constructed and the proposed artworks are entirely 

different in their format and context. The theme was of the greedy river monster. In addition,

concerns for water conservation, crime, litter, drugs and AIDS were incorporated as direct references.

The Greedy River Monster swallowed the land and all that was in it32. The
Monster swallowed everything the township, everything the children used and
everybody they knew. He swallowed all the food, buses, taxis, cars and bicycles;
he ate all their friends and family including the dogs and animals; but he was
too slow to catch the bird. He then swallowed the houses, the trees, the garden
and the land. By this time his stomach was so full and there was nothing left to
eat so he went to sleep. As the Monster had swallowed everything, life went on
as usual inside its belly. 

32This title becomes a new narrative derived by myself from the combination of ideas gleaned from various African myths.







IMPLEMENTATION

The proposal submitted was for a pedestrian entrance to be sited alongside the driveway to the parking

area, a decision adopted by the town planner responsible for this project. However the architect,

sceptical about the art project and not wanting to alter the driveway to incorporate a pedestrian pathway,

relocated the artwork that fortuitously did not compromise the work and proved to be a more

suitable site.

The sculpture was assembled on-site. As the budget for the art project was insufficient, the

construction contractors agreed to finance and construct both the foundations and bricklaying of

the columns. When constructed, the columns appeared incomplete and two additional sculptural 

elements were created for the top of the columns which would represent the head and tail of the

greedy monster and create a contrast for the geometry of the columns while also becoming more

visually expressive.  Furthermore, I considered the work to be isolated and arbitrary within its new

location. A3-dimensional solution at the base of the columns was necessary to integrate the sculpture

within its site and provide seating33. As a result, sculptural forms were designed to suggest the

river or movement of waves and create a watery environment for the river monster. These two

forms and the area between the columns were covered in a range of blue/green mosaic tiles to suggest

movement of water and represent the river. These base structures afforded the visual weight 

necessary to balance the overall effect of the artwork, integrated with the site and simultaneously

provide the functional element of seating. 

33I considered the artwork to be incomplete without the additional mosaic seating and paving and, as it was considered essential to

the success of the artwork, was prepared to construct the additional elements without extra funding.
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Unfortunately there was insufficient funding to employ local members of the community in the construction of the work .

However, the additional elements were accomplished on-site over a period of time which resulted in the interaction between the artists

and the local community that would otherwise not have occurred. This also provided the time necessary for members of the community to

acquire an understanding of the project as well as for the work34 to gain the acceptance of the community. 

COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION

This venture was the first of its kind by both myself and Centurion Town Council within a township and unfortunately the community

involvement in the collaborative process was less than had been anticipated. It was very difficult establishing community contacts and

although requested, little prior information concerning the project was disseminated. This was partly due to general inexperience of

all parties concerned, partly to a lack of established structures for a venture of this nature and to an apathy by the members of the

Black Forum with whom contact was established. Response from the Black Forum in Olievenhoutsbosch was positive but guarded with no

real results except their assurance of assistance. Given the legacy of the past, unfulfilled promises of the present, cultural differences, mistrust

and suspicion, this guarded response is understandable especially as the proposed new venture seemed implausible. No real assistance was

forthcoming with regard to intervention with the community but neither did the Forum members hinder the project in any way.  

Due to time constraints, it was decided to involve only children in the workshops. In retrospect and with more time and funding, the project

could have afforded an ideal opportunity for the training and transferral of skills such as concreting, bricklaying, paving and the art

of mosaics. As building construction was underway, a venue for the workshops was problematic and the sessions were finally held

over weekends in a building that was in the process of construction. As the workshops were held over several weekends, it was

34With the realisation of its importance, the second project incorporated full community involvement.
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thought that the information would automatically be spread, resulting in either participation from a wider range of children or

alternatively, even enquiries about the project from the parents. This was not the case and although several reasons and justifications could be

made for this lack of involvement, it is an issue that needs addressing in the future. Many children eventually participated in these workshops,

although it was generally the same children on each occasion. Storytelling and drawing workshops were held followed by workshops during

which the children carved their drawn images into wet clay bricks. Thereafter the bricks were painted, glazed and fired by the artists.

The success of the children’s involvement however, was obvious and can be gauged by the reactions of community members encountered

by the artists over the 11-month duration of the project. The children were excited by their participation and amazed by the results of their

handiwork. They constantly brought friends and family to display their drawings and carvings. Their names had also been engraved into the

bricks to establish their identities, give them pride in their creative endeavours and established a sense of part ownership. The children’s 

participation influenced the acceptance and ownership of the artwork by the community. In addition, throughout the construction of the work

on-site the curiosity of, interest and encouragement by the local residents consolidated our role as artists within the community. 

COMMENTS

The acceptance of not only the artwork but also the artists is crucial to any further programmes and was one of the main achievements of this

project. Experience showed that community participation is imperative and, although difficult to ensure, it is essential that budgets

include funding for community involvement on the proviso of this participation. The budget for this project was insufficient but the artists 

nevertheless accepted the commission as an opportunity to establish a working knowledge of these new approaches towards art in a public context

and particularly within disadvantaged areas. Based on the budget, the original proposal made provision for only two brick columns.

However, as the project developed, and irrespective of funding constraints, additional elements that were considered necessary to the aesthetic

quality of the artwork, were constructed. The budget covered the cost of materials and provided a basic fee for the two artist assistants

although much of the work was executed voluntarily .
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PROJECT: PUBLIC ART COMMISSION FOR AN ENTRANCE 
SCULPTURE TO NEW LIBRARY.
Terracotta brick, mosaics, concrete. 

LOCATION: New cultural complex, Sharpeville, Sebokeng.
CLIENTS: Department of Arts, Culture, Science and Technology (DACST).
ORGANISATION: ARTS in ACTION.
ARTISTS: Wendy Ross: design concept, coordinator and facilitator.

Vicki Ross van Wyk.
PROJECT DATES: March 2001 – January 2002.

ARTS in ACTION was commissioned to create a public artwork for the new Sharpeville Library.

The aim of this project was to produce an artwork that would create a sense of arrival and give an

identity to the site. The sculpture should complement and enhance the new cultural complex

which was to incorporate a monument35, a museum and the library. A functional sculpture was

proposed that would provide outdoor seating and play structures. The theme was based on the

physical location and has subtle references to the historic march. To ensure public acceptance of

the commission, the proposal included three community outreach programmes.

The three programmes included:

• drawing workshops for children 

• a photographic programme for young adults

• a sewing group for women

35The monument commemorates the tragic deaths resulting from the demonstration march of 21 March 1962.
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THEME & CONCEPT:

Beautiful old trees and the original library buildings were destroyed during site preparation for the construction of the new cultural complex.

The fact that all the trees had been destroyed, contributed to the theme36 for the artwork, of water and tree conservation combined with the

idea of a march. The protest march of 21 March 1962 to be commemorated by the new monument under construction, was re-interpreted

and became the journey or march of the children. The work was based on the following story37:

The Children went on a journey to look for Sky, Mountain, Valley and River to ask for help to grow the trees again.
They pleaded with Sky for rain, asked Mountain to collect the rain so that the water could run down to Valley who
would channel the rainwater through to River. River, who flowed through history and all the lands, had seen what
People had done to Earth, Trees and Land. River, sad by what he saw, said to Sky, Mountain and Valley that they
should help the Children. Sky rained hard and they all worked together to help the Children. The Children 
promised to keep Earth alive by marching together through all the Land spreading their hopes and concerns through
their stories, poems and drawings. They would care for and water the Trees. When the Trees grow big and strong
they will provide new homes for the birds and insects, fruit for eating, and shelter from the sun for the People

36The client’s continual lamentation of the loss of the trees was reinterpreted into the theme.
37This story by the artist (Wendy Ross) combined the protest march and ecological concerns.
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IMPLEMENTATION

Negotiations commenced in February 2001. Work on the sculpture was scheduled for April but

eventually began in July. Reasons for the delay were:

• contractors were behind schedule;

• the architect and landscapers were indecisive about the layout of the entrance area which 

affected the placement of the sculpture;

• the contractors responsible for site preparation, including foundations for the sculpture, 

were behind schedule;

• procrastination by local Community Forum Leaders and Council Members in approving 

the commission.

As with previous commissions, it proved difficult establishing contacts with the Black Forum

and Council members, particularly as prior information concerning this commission had not

been disseminated. Once more this was due to apathy, compounded by no existing official 

strategies to undertake such a venture. The artist presented a slide lecture and information 

session to Council members who assured community support and involvement.

Unfortunately, the project was further delayed due to late consent by the Black

Forum.These delays were problematic as time-frames constantly had to be adjusted

which then overlapped other commitments, thus restricting the time available for community

involvement. The functioning of the library, planned for April, only materialised in November



further delaying the outreach programmes and workshops which were to be presented in the

library complex. This inevitably caused additional delays as the children’s drawings

were to be used as imagery in the sculpture. At the drawing workshops, children from the local

junior schools were retold this story and asked to do drawings and write about their response

to the narrative. Their drawings were enlarged, carved into wet bricks and kiln-fired. It was

hoped that working with the community would result in a sense of pride and ownership

of the artwork.

The positioning of the sculpture was originally to be sited within the paved entrance area and

the sculpture was appropriately designed, with the knowledge that the surrounds were of a

particular texture and material and also maintenance-free. However, the architect decided to

relocate the artwork to an alternative position that compromised the design and concept of

the artwork. 

Additional problems were encountered when foundations for the artwork, laid by the 

construction contractors were far too low in relation to the final ground level resulting in

wastage of time and materials correcting the site. The ground plan for the foundations was

ignored, leaving no planting areas for trees as originally planned. Although these were 

relatively unimportant issues, they had to be addressed and remedied which inevitably

resulted in frustration, delays and further compromises. The completion of the work, 

scheduled for September 2001, was finalised in January 2002 resulting in limited time,

resources and funding allocated to community programmes. 
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COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION

The anticipated involvement by community members was limited due to insufficient 

allocation of time required for the training of skills and monitoring of the workmanship

in the initial stages of the project. Several community members were employed during

the construction of the sculpture and were instructed in basic bricklaying, formation

of 3-dimensional sculptural elements, preparation and installation of mosaics.

Nevertheless, as the work was carried out on-site, this provided the opportunity to interact

with the local community who were enthusiastic about and appreciative of the project. The

additional element of carving images using the children’s drawings as well as their names,

into the bricks was exceptionally well received. This interaction and communication with the

people certainly influenced the reception of the work. Being able to ask questions and by

discussing the work, the local community felt that they were part of the process rather than

being handed an “imported” work that was being “imposed” on them. The local distinctiveness

of the concepts supported these collaborations. 

The work was related to the history of the site, was created on-site, was built with the

assistance of members of the community, was designed with the people in mind and was accessible

in its interpretation. It is popular with the community and particularly the children, who

enjoy using the artwork either as seating or as a play structure. The various stages
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in construction and duration of time afforded the opportunity for community members to become involved in and  absorbed

by the work. This has created a sense of ownership, belonging and acceptance. To date, March 2005, there has been no damage to or vandalism

of the work.    

OUTREACH PROGRAMMES

CHILDREN’S DRAWING WORKSHOPS: as the Library was not functional until November 2001, arranging workshops proved 

difficult even when working through school authorities. Several attempts were made but the children failed to arrive as the teachers had not

informed them of the arrangements. Eventually there was insufficient time which limited the children’s involvement but drawings from the

first workshop were used as imagery in the sculpture. The intention had been to include extracts of creative writing and poetry by the

children in the artwork but these aspects require time in which to develop confidence in writing skills and build relationships and trust.

Regrettably, with all the delays, we were then unable to work with sufficient children to be able to develop and achieve these goals. The drawings

show tentativeness in the children’s struggle to draw from imagination and lack of time deprived them of being afforded more benefits from

the intended programme. The workshops were nevertheless, continued into the December/January holidays and were well attended.

PHOTOGRAPHIC YOUTH GROUP: this project was implemented in July 2001 and continued through to June 2002. The intention was

to establish a small entrepreneurial venture through which the participants could implement their new skills within the community. Focus was

given to several themes of social concern: environmental pollution, children’s rights, AIDS, and the 1962 demonstration march.

The approach was pro-active with the intention of commenting on the participants’ immediate surroundings, living conditions and 

life-styles. The final works concentrated on the sites of the protest march including the new Monument. Interesting photo-montages were

created and exhibited at the opening of the complex.



Vukani Photographic Youth Group. Above left, centre and right: Sharpeville Monument.
Lower four images: Monument Photo-collages created by the Youth Group.



Maintaining attendance by the participants proved problematic. This was due to various reasons:

insufficient time on the part of the facilitator and limited funding that did not permit the employment

of an assistant; non-availability of computers for the processing and manipulation of visual material;

and most pertinently, a lack of understanding by the group of the opportunities being offered. The

workshops were held every alternate week which proved inadequate to establish continuity and encourage

development. Although cameras had been sponsored by Op Art Studio, processing and printing were

expensive. The intention had been to use the computers in the library to develop the skills of image-manipulation

as photography is expensive and the computers could have eliminated the cost of printing while still

enabling the exploration of the formal principles of the discipline. Furthermore, when computers were

installed, administrative delays prevented their use, and thereafter, the students found the library charges

too costly as exploring software programmes and techniques needed for digital manipulation of images is

time-consuming. The lack of infrastructure and social understanding  often caused the participants to

become frustrated and despondent.

Other reasons given for absenteeism were personal commitments, temporary work, relocation and returning

to complete schooling. I am of the opinion that the major factor was the casual attitude adopted by the

participants. It is considered that the opportunities and advantages afforded were not appreciated. Set 

assignment work was not taken seriously and, generally, not completed prior to the next workshop.

This hindered progress which in turn probably created frustration.    
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Youth group and painted AIDS
banners.
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As it was not an accredited course, this was probably the cause of the casual attitude and therefore “no loss” was sustained by failure to attend

workshops or complete assignments. This issue is a dilemma and difficult to overcome. These problems might be partially solved by presenting

regular sessions and sufficient funding which would allow more creativity and flexibility and overcome many of the obstacles.

The programme was relatively successful in that the participants displayed much interest and potential. Creative writing was being

developed in parallel with the photographic themes and images, with several participants being very successful in their endeavours. As the

intention of the programme was to encourage a pro-active approach to their everyday living through the arts, they elected to present an

AIDS day performance for the community at the Library. AIDS banners were created and exhibited for this occasion and although it had

not been extensively advertised, the event was reasonably well attended by the youth in the community. 

WOMEN’S SEWING GROUP: this programme was intended to instruct women in the skills of sewing and embroidering in the hope of

developing a sustainable long-term project. It was also intended to afford the women an opportunity of expressing themselves and the

socio-economic concerns of their daily existence. Additionally, it was hoped to connect the children’s workshop with the women’s sewing

group through the images drawn by the children and sewn by the women. The aim of this connectivity was to encourage and assist family

interaction which in today’s global society is becoming increasingly difficult to sustain. 

These sewing sessions were held fortnightly and once more, it was considered insufficient time to sustain a training programme. Again,

funding did not allow for the acquisition of essential equipment and more frequent sessions. Nevertheless, the group workshops were

presented for a year and some members were able to earn small amounts from their creative work. With these new-found skills, their confidence

began to grow. They continued the project for some time thereafter meeting twice monthly at the Library with only periodic assistance
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provided by the facilitator. However, without a permanent space and with access to only one sewing machine owned by a group member, the

women, although extremely eager to continue became despondent. In the opinion of the few remaining group members, without

sewing machines for each person and occasional support, the programme was not sustainable. 

Again, the tendency to be reliant on outside assistance, particularly with regard to sales, was evident. In retrospect and several projects later, I

now realise that I had been naive in believing that having been given the necessary skills, the women would have the desire and be able to

continue perhaps providing themselves and their own community with sewn products even if the programme did not succeed. I am

concerned about the culture of dependency that seems to be emerging and has probably been created by the many facilitators whose

aims are supposedly to create empowerment! This situation is apparent in most of the sewing and craft projects known to me.

EXHIBITION OF OUTREACH PROGRAMMES

The official opening of the Library was postponed to coincide with the opening by Nelson Mandela of the Sharpeville Monument on 

21 March 2002. This was an appropriate occasion to exhibit the work that had been achieved by the three groups. The exhibition was displayed

in the entrance to the Library and was successful in its aims of providing not only a public viewing of the work but also of presenting

information regarding the entire project. The exhibition was well received and created much interest. 
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PROJECT: PUBLIC ART COMMISSION FOR A SCULPTURE AT THE 
ENTRANCE TO THE NEW LIBRARY.
Mosaic, concrete, gravel. 

LOCATION: Library entrance, Etwatwa Township, Benoni, Gauteng
CLIENTS: Department of Arts, Culture, Science and Technology; Benoni 

Town Council
ORGANISATION: ARTS in ACTION
ARTISTS: Wendy Ross: design concept, coordinator and facilitator

Vicki Ross van Wyk
PROJECT DATES: March 2001 – January 2002

ARTS in ACTION was awarded a public art commission for the new Etwatwa Library, the aim

being to produce an artwork that would create a sense of arrival and give an identity to the site.

Again, though not a requirement by the clients, the decision was taken to incorporate the local

community as much as possible. This commission ran concurrently with that of Sharpeville and was

planned along similar principles with regard to community outreach programmes. The artwork was

designed to enhance the library complex and provide a meeting place by creating sculptural seating

and play structures. 

THEME & CONCEPT

There was no obvious site or historical characteristics on which to base a theme. However, the

area is surrounded by veld and agricultural lands. The original idea had been to incorporate the

images of insects found in such areas to create an intimate storytelling arena and play area but it was

questioned by some that the theme of a creepy crawly creature might not be well accepted by the
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community and perhaps possibly seen as something evil or a bad omen. The following story was conceived to create a theme with relevance

to the social concerns of pollution and recycling as well as conveying the idea of a global society and world peace:

The Children went out into the veld for a picnic but it was littered with discarded plastic bags. So they called to
the Birds, “Please help us. You fly high in the sky from where you can see the plastic bags. Collect them for us so that
we can clean the veld”. So the Birds flew around the area and brought the plastic back to the Children. The Children
re-used and recycled these bags by weaving them into a Peace and Friendship Ribbon that the Birds carried to all the
Children of the world as a gift from the Children of Etwatwa.

IMPLEMENTATION

As with the Sharpeville commission, delays prevented much of the community participation that had been planned. The foundations for the artworks

were not completed by the contractors on schedule and as the library buildings were incomplete, there was no venue in which to present workshops.



Negotiations for the implementation of the commission began in February 2001 with meetings

and presentations to the Community Forum. Work on the sculpture was scheduled to commence in

April but with the delays in construction, preparing and levelling of the site, as well as in completing

the foundations, the project eventually began in September. At this stage the Council requested that the

work be completed by the date of the official opening of the Library in October. This was obviously

impossible to accomplish within the remaining four weeks. Assurance nevertheless, was given by the

artist that the concrete structures would be completed including a section of mosaics so that guests

would have an impression of the artwork under construction. Once more, time-frames had to be radically

adjusted which resulted in the work continuing into the new year. These delays had financial

implications that again unfortunately affected the outreach programmes. 

Problems continued: the levelling and landscaping of the site were miscalculated as water run-off had

not been considered and the final level of the foundations was, as with the Sharpeville commission,

far too low. With the reconceptualising and new design of the work, more time and materials were

required for its completion. Furthermore, the landscape contractors, instead of paving the surfaces 

surrounding the sculptural area as planned, small stones were used but were insufficient in quantity to

cover the ground effectively. Weeds emerged soon thereafter, stones were scuffed aside by children

playing, and the ground was continually being exposed during weeding.  The area became untidy. In

addition, the landscapers inappropriately imposed six concrete blocks on the site as additional seating

and compromised the visual relationship between sculptural forms, rocks, garden, grassed areas and

trees. The artists expressed, to no avail, their immense dissatisfaction of the placement of these intrusive

blocks as foreign to the site.   
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COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION

Seven young men were employed and trained to assist with the planning and construction of the artwork

which included the figurative sculptures, creating the mosaic images based on the children’s drawings

and laying the mosaics. Additional time was necessary for the training of skills and monitoring the

workmanship. As the work was built on-site, this again provided the opportunity to interact with the

local people who showed interest in the project and expressed their pleasure that such a project was

being undertaken in their community. The fact that the children’s drawings were used as imagery for

the Ribbon was exceptionally well received. This ongoing interaction and communication with the people

influenced the reception of the work. Asking questions and discussing the work permitted the local

community to become part of the process. The work was positive and universal in its message, related

to the local community, was created on-site, built by members of the community, and the style and

imagery of the artwork was easily accessible. This project created a sense of pride and resulted in

ownership of the work by both the participants and the community. To date (July 2005), there is no

evidence of damage or vandalism to the artworks although on occasions the gardens are neglected and

grassed areas are overgrown. 

OUTREACH PROGRAMMES

CHILDREN’S DRAWING WORKSHOPS: at the drawing workshops, the children were told the

story of the Peace and Friendship Ribbon and asked to do drawings around the story. The drawings

were then enlarged and used as imagery for the mosaics in the Ribbon pathway that surrounds the

domed structure mapping the world at the entrance to the library. With the delays, only a few workshops

were possible.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC WORKSHOPS

these were initiated in September 2001. Unfortunately, the programme was not successful and

did not reach fruition for several reasons, one of which being the delays in the sculptural work and the

demands on the artist.  The main reason was that the group itself had major political and inter-personal

problems. Members were of varying ages and were associated with diverse political affiliations and

belonged to several ethnic groups. Many sessions were wasted debating and attempting to resolve these

issues. The group was unable to arrive at a decision as how to administer the use of the cameras as there

was much distrust between the members of the group38. Eventually, the demands of the artwork, the

time-frames and the problems in the group enforced the programmme’s closure.

38These problems were not encountered at Sharpeville as it was a younger group of friends.
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WOMEN’S SEWING GROUP

time and materials were given to the programme which was continued for only a few months as there was insufficient interest to continue

the project. This could be attributed to the newness of the idea that needed time to be assimilated and for trust to be established between the

different parties. Additionally, it would appear that the photographic programme was considered to be more prestigious.   

Subsequently, Arts in Action was approached to structure and present a sewing project at Etwatwa. I presented a proposal and full

sponsorship was awarded for the establishment of the Intuthuko sewing project with sewing machines, equipment and materials being provided.

Here too, power struggles threatened the development of this venture. Two members of the community seemed to have “power and control”

over the women in the group, interfering with the smooth running of the programme. This interference centred on the funding allocation and

the sponsor’s Human Resources Manager was brought in to resolve the issue as trust had not been fully established between the facilitators and

the group. 
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PROJECT: PUBLIC ART COMMISSION FOR NEW TRADING STREET.
Mosaics, concrete.

LOCATION: Legong & Mzumkuza Streets, Olievenshoutsbosch Ext 13, Centurion,
Tshwane.

CLIENTS: City of Tshwane Metropolitan Municipality.
ORGANISATION: ARTS in ACTION.
ARTISTS: Wendy Ross: design concept, coordinator and facilitator.

Vicki Ross van Wyk.
PROJECT DATES: January – November 2002.

A second phase project was commissioned for Olievenhoutsbosch Ext 13. This was established to create

artworks that would serve as identity markers for the new trading area. The entrance to the business

centre/trading corridor would require public amenities including, in particular, seating. Seating, of necessity,

should be practical, durable and preferably maintenance-free. Cement structures and mosaic materials are

equally suitable and cost-effective, with mosaics providing additional aesthetic elements of colour, pattern

and imagery.

Several factors were taken into consideration for the provision of “alternative sculptural” street furniture or public facilities (that is, as opposed

to elements such as signage) and were essential if the public were to accept and respect these alternative functional facilities:

• appropriateness of the work to its context

• community participation and involvement in the project

• training of participants

• working on-site to afford interaction with the community    

• implementation of project over a duration of time to establish and develop mutual trust and working relationships between artists, 

participants and community. 



Two circular sculptural forms surrounded by mosaic paving were planned. Mosaic and additional

paving design elements will be incorporated into the overall paving at a future date to enhance and create

dynamic patterns of movement within the space. These elements will demarcate particular facilities

and functional spaces such as the placement of trading stands and directional flow of pedestrian traffic

movement.

BENEFITS OF PROPOSED ELEMENTS

• provision of seating facilities

• an aesthetic, pleasing and well-structured environment thereby establishing a 

meeting-place

• community participation to ensure shared ownership of the artworks

• a sense of achievement and empowerment of participants

• transferral of skills and training for community members

• opportunities for interaction between community, participants and artists

• a unique and distinctive identity for the site

• a landmark for the area.

It is hoped that the combination of these benefits will prove instrumental in creating a

positive rapport towards the artworks and trading centre, and result in appreciation,

preservation and maintenance of the complex.
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THEME AND CONCEPT

The structure of the artworks is based on the concept of the circle39 as a meeting or gathering place and

also refers to the walled courtyard enclosures of traditional Southern African ethnic mud architecture and

dwellings. It becomes a protected place with the flow of pedestrians moving around the circular struc-

tures. The artworks have been conceived as seating and play structures, being of varying heights

for use by both adults and younger members of the community. 

The main theme was based on children’s rights and everyday social concerns with mosaic images of

children bordering the paved circles. Other images were based on issues such as the home, education,

trees, safety, water and housing. Unfortunately, difficult working conditions and the sharing of work

space resulted in the prepared border of images of children being damaged by the other craft group

and only small sections were able to be utilised. Repairs to and the reconstruction of sections of the

prepared mosaics compromised the final design and craftsmanship of the artworks.  

IMPLEMENTATION

Negotiations with Council and collaboration with the community commenced in February. Training

was scheduled for April and construction of the artworks for May with completion by the end of July.

The sculpture project provided work for two training assistants and 10 women from the community.

Training took place at a nearby nursery school and women’s centre and as an outcome, it was envisaged

39The positioning of an Escom power supply unit necessitated one structure being redesigned into a semi-circle.
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that income-generating art projects would be implemented together with creative writing and drawing. It

was also hoped to encourage an interest in developing these and other similar alternative craft and

entrepreneurial skills.

While waiting for final approval by the Council, I sponsored a sewing project with the women. This

included drawing as a tool to access imagery and ideas for the artworks. Confirmation was eventually

received in May, delaying the project once more (as discussed with previous projects) and as so often

experienced in the majority of these new development programmes! As site preparation and artwork

foundations were not completed on schedule by the contractors and completion date apparently could

not be extended. Rather than further delay the project, it was decided to begin with drawings, designs

and preparation of the mosaics. In retrospect, had it been possible to wait for the completion of the

foundations with the 3-dimensional sculptural forms being constructed prior to the preparation of the

mosaics, the workmanship in the laying of the mosaics would have been easier and more accomplished.

Instead, the mosaics were prepared in sections and thereafter adapted to the form of the structures.

Unfortunately, while stored, the mosaics were badly damaged by the members of the other craft group

working at the nursery school. This compromised the craftsmanship of the final work. The delays were

also detrimental to the overall quality of the final sculpture for several reasons:
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• other commitments were pending and time became an issue

• time constraints pressurised and affected working conditions

• the earlier damage to the prepared mosaics resulted in having to “patch” areas

• the quality of the craftsmanship in laying mosaics was compromised

• adapting the prepared sections to the structure caused problems

• consequently, this became a longer process.

The fact that members of the community had created and constructed both the images and the

artworks, resulted in their acceptance and was considered the property of the community. In

addition, throughout the construction of the work on-site, the curiosity, interest and encouragement

of the local residents created pride for the participants. Acceptance, not only of the work but of the

artists, was also important. Having been involved in two public art commissions, several cultural

events, and sewing and craft projects in Olievenhoutsbosch, afforded this interaction and their acceptance

and is considered a contributory factor to the success of this project. My assessment of the success of

this project as an overall programme is based on the many discussions and interactions with both members

of the local community and the participants in the project.

As with previous projects, once the artwork was completed, the commitment by the clients to the

surrounding area was unsatisfactory. Blue chip stones were temporarily placed within the circular

work that were not complementary in colour or texture. As the area was still under construction, this

was supposed to be a temporary measure.



COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION

This project offered an ideal opportunity for the training and transferral of skills such as concreting,

bricklaying, paving and the art of mosaics. The participants gained confidence and skills to create further

craft works, as well as home and garden structures. However, additional support and basic business

skills would be essential for the women to establish a small viable income-generating project. The

potential exists in these skills and media, particularly in mosaics, all of which are reasonably inex-

pensive and accessible. Nevertheless, it would be necessary to elect a coordinator within the group

if this endeavour were to be achieved.  In addition to the acceptance of the artworks, it is considered

that the project has been successful in its aim in the training of broader skills. As with many of these

projects, the participants, except for one, have not used the initiative to employ their skills within their

communities. It is acknowledged that motivation for such initiatives is difficult without support and

again the issue of dependency is of concern. Unless there is a solution to this, skills training alone will not

create sustainability or be effective.
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PROBLEMS

• once on-site, it was realised that the design needed to be altered because an Eskom unit that could not be moved. One circular 

form was then altered to a curved wall. This compromised the overall design and concept to some degree but was not critical;

• delays by contractors had a detrimental effect on the final overall workmanship of the mosaics;

• delays caused alternative procedures which needed more than the allocated time to execute the work;

• delays also necessitated the storage of the mosaics for some time with no suitable safe place - the mosaics were damaged and extra 

time was needed to repair the work;

• delays altered schedules for the artists who had other prior obligations - this affected the quality of the work as the artist was not always

available; 

• ideally, safe storage is necessary on-site for equipment and materials - this was not available.



Mami Wata, Wattle bark, branches, paint.  (Gwen Miller)
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PROJECT: OVERLAY :  WOVEN  ROOTS, a cross-cultural experience,
“ROOTS AND RHYTHMS” ECO FESTIVAL.

LOCATION: Various sites around Plettenberg Bay.
CLIENTS: Eco Festival Committee, Plettenberg Bay Municipality.
ORGANISATION: ARTS in ACTION.
ARTISTS: Wendy Ross: coordinator and facilitator.

Gwen Miller, Celia de Villiers, Erica Lüttich.
PROJECT DATE: September 2002.

INTRODUCTION 

Arts in Action was approached by Avice Hindmarch to curate a Land Art exhibition. Overlay: woven

roots was the response to this request and the project took place within the Eco and Sports festival that

included a wide diversity of activities. The proposal was based on the notion of a collaborative project

working with the community and particularly, the youth in a range of activities, to create the broadest

possible understanding of the idiom of Land Art. The work not only highlighted the environment but

also expressed hope for the future. The proposal was also based on the premise that the function of art

could be extended to be both an educational and community tool while containing the potential to

empower ordinary people to take account of their world and act accordingly, expressing their concerns

and hopes by claiming the right to a voice that will be heard.

This programme created a context in which art played a positive social role beyond the confines

of galleries and museums, the aim being to give as many school learners as possible the opportunity

to express themselves through a creative process. At the same time, the project took art to a larger audience.

The Cutting: performance.



Art was used as an agent for social change to create new positive spaces in their homes, minds and

public spaces.

Overlay: woven roots was made accessible to its audiences and participants both in its reading and

in its making. The aims of the project were awareness, participation, tolerance and conversation. It was

hoped that through the process of working together as a community, exchanging ideas, encouraging

creative skills and by sharing in cultural differences and concerns, a ripple effect of collaboration

and trust would be created as the programme developed, thus increasing both its conceptual

publicness and its physical accessibility.

The project was conceived conceptually as an overall journey with each work becoming a station/stop

along the route. However, each work was autonomous and could be appreciated within its own context.

The artworks were connected by using colour, saffron orange, to create continuity and a commonality.

When necessary, fabrics and materials were painted/stained/dyed. The orange/amber colour of a traffic

light is a symbol for caution, a period of pause. In this project the colour orange was also used as a

sign for contemplation and reflection on “how and why” this colour was used to alter or create an

awareness of the land.

Above: Circle of Trees, detail. Fabric.
Below: Double Wrapped, detail. Fabric.
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Text played an important role in many of the artworks, as did the concept of the narrative, the aim being

to create awareness of the land. Unfortunately two projects Dreamspaces and Flying High (kite flying)

which were to deal quite specifically with self-expression and one’s hopes through creative writing

were cancelled due to lack of organisation, time and finances.

Central Town Forest Hike.
SITE: Various points along the central town forest hike.
TITLE: Reflections on a Journey. Wire, fabric.

This work was seen as a philosophical passage/journey through the forest section of the town hike using

selected quotes to focus on certain life issues as the viewer moves along the path. The work was sited

at various locations along the path and assumed the form of text woven with materials such as orange

raffia and fabric intertwined with the hanging roots and “tanglement” of forest growth. The concepts

dealt with viewing the world with fresh eyes, movement through time, and the metaphorical 

interpretation of weaving one’s life together with that of land and the symbiotic relationship that

should be encouraged between people and nature.  

Relief Sand Painting.  
SITE: Sandbank at Beacon Isle Hotel.
TITLE: Tides, Tracks & Rhythms. Pigment, seaweed, various coloured clays.

This work covered the lagoon sandbank at the river mouth and was perceived as a contemporary 

painting dealing with principles of the discipline such as colour, texture and mark-making or brush

strokes. The artwork dealt quite specifically with the underlying energies, currents and rhythms that

exist within the earth as well as the patterns and traces in the sand left by the ebb and flow of the
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tides. Rhythms and patterns were demarcated on the sandbank by drawing into the sand and

using a range of materials, particularly pigments, sand, clay, food colourings, flower petals, and 

seaweed.

Conceptually the work dealt with things in flux - time, temporality, change and transformation became

the main underlying theme; formal relationships and the juxtaposition of colours, textures and

materials were the sub-text of the work. All these elements are inherent to the land and the idea seemed

appropriate for this festival. Land Art is not merely a decorative or artistic statement using natural

materials placed on a site. Land Art should reflect its context whether it is a contradiction or an 

affirmation of the site or selected aspects of the site.

Wrapped Tree.
SITE: Boardwalk at Hobie Beach.
TITLE: Double Wrapped: Framed Scars. Fabric offcuts.

The trunks of the tree located in the middle of the boardwalk platform were wrapped in fabric  to a

height of approximately one metre. The wrapped fabric became metaphorical in its reference to

healing and nurturing, particularly with the implication of caring for and planting of trees. Dreams

and hopes were written on small strips of orange fabric and tied on the branches of the tree and

became silent prayers waving in the breeze.
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The Mermaid
SITE: A small tidal island in front of the Mermaid Slipper Restaurant
TITLE: Mami Wata. Wattle bark, branches, paint.

This work was based on the multifaceted, multicultural African myths of the water deity of the Mami

Wata (Xhosa) or river/water goddess as well as its relationship to the mermaid in Western stories of

water nymphs. The group Women on the Move40 wove a large-scale figure of the Mami Wata using

stripped bark of wattle trees and the same techniques as used in their weaving of decorative bark balls.

The myths were narrated to the women, who expressed in drawings their own interpretations of a

mythical figure which they modelled in clay before constructing the large figure. When sited on the

tidal island, the figure either reclined on the grassed surface or floated on the water depending on

whether it was low or high tide.

Circle of Trees
SITE: Along the highway leading north out of the town.
TITLE: Circle of Trees. Fabric.

The project was designed to create an awareness of what appeared to be a natural phenomenon: a circle

of trees standing in the centre of an open field between the highway and a plantation. The trees were

wrapped with orange fabric and easily noticed from the road. In the process of wrapping the trees, the

children performed “a ritual process” through which energy was concentrated into the circle, 

giving it emphasis and perhaps focusing on the destruction of forests world-wide.

40A group of abused women from Curland Village near The Crags, just north of the town, who make a small living from this craft initiative.
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The Cutting.
SITE: A cutting in a hillside at The Crags.
TITLE: The Cutting. Coloured clay, orange netting.

The Myth of the Cutting

In the place of ancient tools there was a scarring of the land. In an effort to heal
the land the young people went to it with seeds of healing and performed the
ritual of nurturing by sowing the colour of life. On the beat of a drum and the
rhythm of their footsteps the colour orange covered the soil. Like saplings,
the people took on the colour of the seeds until only their faces could be
seen. As they left the cutting they carried in their spirits, as clear as the colour
on their bodies, the desire for healing. These then are the roots of the new
generation and of their spiritual tenacity.

The performance was based on this “myth” created specifically for the site by Ross and Miller and

referred to both the past and the future connecting the future generation to the land. The work took the

form of a performance on site at Forest Hall and was recorded both on video and through photographs.

Agroup of local musicians, The Joy Singers from Kwanakatula township, composed music for a lyric

based on this myth which they performed while 60 local school children enacted the myth. White and

ochre colour clays were used as both body paint and the “sown seeds”, connecting the people to the

land. 
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COMMENTS

One of the main objectives of the Arts in Action programme was to interact with local communities. There was reasonable community 

participation in all but one of the projects. It is considered that participation could have been increased if publicity by the Festival

Committee had been adequate. Few people in Plettenberg Bay were aware of the project. A further concern was that the artworks, although

suitably sited, were located in unsuitable areas used infrequently by the public. Visibility is important and it is felt that the Committee, aware

of our selected locations, failed to inform Arts in Action of the fact that these sites may not be appropriate. Both the town hiking route and

the beach boardwalk are seldom used. As the site of the performance was out of town and not publicised, it was poorly attended.  

Nevertheless, it is considered that the project was successful and those who saw the various works reported very favourably on the intentions

of the programme and commented particularly on the uniqueness and quality of the artworks.  

I presented the following three lectures at a 3-day seminar Spring School coinciding with the Eco Festival to provide a context for the artworks

that had been created within the area.

ART IN THE LAND: influences, relevance and development of contemporary environmental art. In this lecture environmental art was

placed within the context of the 20th century. 

INTERVENTIONS IN THE LAND: a sense of place. Environmental art was shown to be concerned with and comment on human

intervention in and relationship to the natural world.                                                     

ARTS IN ACTION: the role of the artist in society. The lecture dealt with the integration of art and society where art becomes a mode of

public expression and a tool of public empowerment.
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PROJECT: Intuthuko: to advance Sewing Project.
LOCATION: Etwatwa Library, Benoni, Gauteng.
SPONSORSHIP: Enviroserv Holdings: Waste Management Company. 
ORGANISATION: ARTS in ACTION.
ARTISTS: Celia de Villiers: coordinator and facilitator. 

Sonja Barac, Wendy Ross.
PROJECT DATE: Initiated July 2001 - ongoing.

PROJECT: Tsogang Basadi: project of human wake-up Sewing Group.
LOCATION: Library, Olievenhoutsbosch Ext 13, Tshwane, Gauteng.
SPONSORSHIP: Wendy Ross. 
ORGANISATION: ARTS in ACTION.
ARTISTS: Wendy Ross: facilitator.
PROJECT DATE: Initiated January 2002 - ongoing.

PROJECT: Boitumelo: to grow Sewing Group. 
LOCATION: Lutheran Church, Hillbrow, Johannesburg, Guateng.
SPONSORSHIP: Lutheran Church.
ORGANISATION: ARTS in ACTION.
ARTIST: Erica Lüttich: facilitator.
PROJECT DATE: Initiated February 2001 – ongoing.

The aims of the sewing projects were income-generation, training of design, sewing, embroidery and basic business

skills, develop awareness of and comment on many social and environmental concerns, and pride, self-esteem and

empowerment. 

The Intithuko Sewing Group



Intithuko Sewing Group. Embroidered shopping bags.
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In addition to practical skills, the projects aim to create a voice for the participants in the hope that this will engender a sense of empowerment

through creative expression. Socio-economic issues that plague our society at present are emphasised, in particular: HIV/AIDS, child and

women abuse, and the environment. These issues form the subject matter for the production of embroidered and appliqué functional

artworks for both local and international trade. The imagery is accessed from drawings by the participants based on their own social contexts.

Creative writing/verse complementing the imagery is also encouraged as additional and alternative modes of expression. Drawing and writing

workshops are presented to assist in the development of ideas and creativity.

Creative workshops are often underestimated as valuable developmental tools. They are essential to the personal development of participants

and to the continual uniqueness of the final works. It is believed that, if presented on a regular basis, these creative sessions not only assist

those involved to gain confidence, access sound design principles and technical skills, but also in product development. These sewing

groups usually work at home and meet only once or twice a week The creative workshop sessions offer different opportunities:

that of examining the progress/stagnation of the programme, and sharing ideas for further development thereby creating personal and

socially relevant programmes and sustainability. By using their own drawings and writings, the women can comment on the issues that 

concern them, express those that might assist or encourage others, and create an awareness of a cultural identity and present the realities

of daily chores and everyday life. Not only are these artworks functional, for example, shopping bags or objects of adornment, they

become personalised items that “make a difference” by highlighting many relevant social issues. Each work becomes an individualised

unique artwork. As such, these items and the accompanying text/verse will become an expression of the individual and, by implication,

be representative to some degree of the feelings and identities of their communities. In retaining personal expressions, the problems of working

together and influencing each other in the multiple production of identical or similar images with the loss of the personal vision and identity

are eliminated, and replaced by the cultural uniqueness and quality of individualised  production. 



Tsogang Basadi Sewing Group. Embroidered and appliquéd shopping bags.
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The whole community becomes represented by the work thereby enriching and empowering that society making positive contributions to

the income-generating power of that community. In the simplicity of the embroideries and by limiting the initial production to a few basic

objects, the programme becomes attainable and sustainable and thus has the probability of growth and development.

WHY DRAWING AND CREATIVE WRITING? 

Creating writing and the arts are not bound by only the factual world. These modes of creativity encourage the imagination, albeit in most

cases based on life experiences, belief structures and the expression (subconsciously) of one’s innermost emotions and desires irrespective of

the person’s cultural context. The person is not intimidated by the “correctness” of facts and images and can be praised for the openness of

the mind, creativity and expression of ideas, be they real or imaginary or naive in style. This freedom of expression is essential to

the healthy development and fulfilment of the individual (irrespective of age or culture) who is able to work through both subconscious

and known emotions.  In time, these creative activities should lessen the dependency on others for ideas and imagery.  

Boitumelo Sewing Group. 
Embroidered  shopping bags.



Boitumelo Sewing Group. Embroidered wall hanging.
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COMMENTS

Coordination of the three projects proved to be complicated especially with regard to building

relationships, regular attendance, punctuality, and encouraging participants to become involved in

administrative aspects of the programme. Additionally, lack of transport, scant knowledge of business

skills, illiteracy and in many instances, unfamiliarity of urban contexts compounded the problems and

participants were hesitant and at times, apathetic at venturing into these activities. The women were

usually quite content to be reliant on the facilitator for the day-to-day administering of the projects. As

facilitators, the tendency was to empathise with and make excuses for this reliance and as a result this

culture of dependency was encouraged without the realisation that the long-term sustainability of the

initiative was being compromised. Unless implemented from the outset, it is difficult to delegate tasks

at a later stage. Self-reliance is essential but ongoing monitoring of the programme is also critical in the

initial few years of a programme. Local outlets are limited and knowledge of national possibilities hard

to access thereby rendering sales opportunities difficult to realise. Participation in craft markets and

especially, exhibitions are the most useful in gaining recognition but even then, it takes a minimum

of three to five years before an initiative can be considered sustainable and successful.  

Boitumelo Sewing Group.
Embroidered shopping bag.
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PROJECT: Pyramids of Naxos: international art action against pollution.
Embroidery, metal framework.

LOCATION: Island of Naxos, Greece
SPONSORSHIP: Limited sponsorship was provided by EnviroServ Waste Management for the embroidered pyramid
ORGANISATION: ARTS in ACTION
ARTISTS: Wendy Ross: design concept, coordinator and facilitator

Vicki Ross van Wyk, Erica Lüttich, Tsogang Basadi, Intuthuko and Boitumelo Sewing groups 
PROJECT DATES: January – September 2003

THE PYRAMIDS OF NAXOS project was an international action of ecological concern that

addressed pollution and created an awareness of waste management including the avoidance,

separation and recycling of the daily waste in world societies. “Every day, all over the

planet, waste is growing: day-by-day and place-after-place”. Invited artists from 16 countries

across the world were to participate in three exhibitions, the first being in Naxos in September

2003 to which artworks were dispatched. Simultaneous exhibitions in the various countries

were to be curated by the artists in June 2004 in support of this action. Finally, it was

planned that the artists were to participate in a group land art site-specific exhibition on the

Island of Naxos, Greece in August 2004.                                                                             

South Africa suffers extensively from pollution, particularly plastic bags which are

strewn throughout the countryside, so much so that this plastic is said to have become South

Africa’s “national flower”. Hence the use of recycled plastic for two of the South African 

artworks sent to Greece. The population of this Country is largely ignorant of the concepts
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of the separation of waste, and the reduction and recycling of materials. As South Africa’s representative artist

for the Pyramids of Naxos, I presented my participation in the 2003 international exhibition in Naxos as

collaborative community-based projects. Collaboration was initiated with three community upliftment projects to

participate in embroidering small triangles that were combined to create a large embroidered fabric pyramid,

with two of these communities each making a small woven plastic pyramid. All three works were submitted

to the 2003 exhibition.  

The artwork Masibambaneni: let’s work together was the result of approximately 35 women working in three 

communities together with the artists Ross, van Wyk and Lüttich. Information and books dealing with many

aspects of water, land and air pollution were provided. Issues regarding the causes of and solutions to the problems

were discussed. Each side of the pyramid was dedicated to an aspect of pollution such as land or the home but 

thereafter the creative decisions were left to the participants. Each participant was encouraged to select her own

ideas within the theme of each panel, find personal interpretations for these ideas and create her own drawings for

the images to be embroidered. The four sides of the pyramid were allocated to the different groups to ensure

cohesion within a theme while a standardised design of directional arrows in the central panel on each side 

provided a constant format for the four sections. These 144 triangles were finally sewn into the large fabric 

pyramid. The aim of this project was to create an awareness of and introduce the participants to the many issues

concerning waste and world pollution with which they were not familiar. By discussing solutions, involving

a relatively large group of women who worked on the embroideries mainly at home, facilitated the dissemination

of the concepts of recycling and re-use to their families and friends. 
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The three groups were from different areas around Johannesburg and Tshwane:

Boitumelo – to grow from Hillbrow, Johannesburg;

Tsogang Basadi – human wake-up from Olievenhoutsbosch Township, Tshwane;

Intuthuko – to advance from Etwatwa Township, Benoni.

Two small plastic pyramids titled Senze okuhlukile: to make a difference I and II, were also community efforts. The women from the

Boitumelo group collected plastic to recycle and created the “landscape pyramid” and the Tsogang Basadi group created a decorative

multi-coloured “pyramid”. Both works were sold at the exhibition with the proceeds divided between each group respectively. In

addition, each woman was paid for work completed in creating the three artworks. Although these works provided only a small income,

they afforded the women the opportunity and pride of being included in an international exhibition and an arts’ action against pollution.

Boitumelo Women’s Group. Plastic. Olievenhoutsboch Women’s Group. Plastic.
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COMMENTS

South African participation in the International Exhibition in Naxos 2003

Although a complex undertaking, with careful planning and the division of work, no real problems were 

encountered. This is attributed to the fact that the project was a direct collaboration between three artists and

the communities. There were none of the customary delays encountered when various authorities, clients, architects

and administrative structures are involved. EnviroServ has purchased the large fabric artwork, Masibambaneni:

let’s work together for their collection as it was felt that it belonged in South Africa as a unique and excellent

example of a collaborative pro-active artwork.   

Exhibitions by each participating artist in own Country

Undertaking this commitment was a condition of participation and was coupled to the commitment by the organisers

to fund travel and accommodation expenses of the artists for the exhibition on Naxos in August 2004. Once again,

funding was not obtained. However, I approached Jeff le Roux of EnviroServ who fortuitously had been considering

the possibility of annual exhibitions of artworks from recycled materials, and a partnership was formed between

Arts in Action and EnviroServ. See: WasteArt 2004 Expo.

The International Exhibition in August 2004 did not materialise. An alternative exhibition involving the basic ideas

inherent in the original proposal for the Pyramids of Naxos was presented with the cooperation of Clean up Greece

Environmental Organisation.     
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PROJECT: WasteArt 2004 Expo.
LOCATION: Nelson Mandela Square, Sandton City, Sandton, Gauteng.
ORGANISATIONS: EnviroServ Waste Management; EnviroServ Trust Foundation; ARTS in ACTION.
ARTISTS: Wendy Ross & Celia de Villers: curators & coordinators.
PROJECT DATE: January - June 2004.

WasteArt 2004 was linked to the international arts action THE PYRAMIDS OF NAXOS, Greece in both its

aims and intentions and would fulfil the condition of curating an exhibition in South Africa during June 2004.

The vision was to host a range of arts and crafts events that provided an opportunity to develop a creative

understanding of the interrelationships between people and the planet and thereby encourage the development

of re-using and recycling waste materials in the making of arts and crafts. The intentions were to promote

the principles of sustainability by promoting the practices of reduction, re-use and recycling while encouraging

the use of waste as an incentive for creativity at all levels. By providing opportunities for training and

entrepreneurship in developing small sustainable businesses based on the recycling of waste material and by

promoting emerging artists who work with found and recycled media, a greater appreciation for waste

management can be achieved.

Several events were presented: a schools’ competition and exhibition of waste-art and functional

objects made from found and waste materials; a craft market of artworks and functional objects crafted

from recycled waste materials; a gala dinner and fashion show of “wearable art” made from recycled



Schools WasteArt competition.



materials; and an auction of artworks created around the theme or use of cooldrink cans. The artworks

auctioned were donated by South African artists with the proceeds establishing a trust fund for emerging

artists. The approach was to encourage innovative ideas and creative possibilities inherent in waste

management, an alternative dimension of presenting unique, creative and innovative solutions to the

problems of pollution that offers an incentive and provides examples for others to follow.

It had been intended to invite schools throughout the Country to participate in a competition of waste-art.

Unfortunately, with the logistics of selection and transport, lack of time and response from schools, and

insufficient funding, it was decided to restrict the competition to the Gauteng region. The art curators

considered it essential that schools wishing to participate, attend introductory one-day workshops in order to

ensure quality craftsmanship, provide guidelines and encourage a sense of adventure. These were presented

at various schools.

The schools’ project was aligned with the present Arts and Culture programmes and promoted an

interdisciplinary and creative approach incorporating Art, Design, Science, Biology, Geography and Life

Skills. Learners were encouraged to find creative and unusual solutions to waste management, pollution and

recycling. There was no set theme but the artworks/objects had to be crafted from at least 75% waste or 

recycled material. Schools with the facilities were asked to host these workshops and to consider an

adopt-a-school system thereby giving learners at disadvantaged schools the opportunity to participate in the

project.
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One of the main aims of the WasteArt event was to establish a WasteArt Foundation Trust for the promotion of art created from recycled

materials and to identify two or three emerging artists/crafters for a one-year sponsorship scheme through which these artists would be assisted

in developing their skills and encouraging small creative business ventures. The work of these recipients will be exhibited at the next 

WasteArt 2006 Expo. 

COMMENTS

Finding sponsorship proved extremely difficult and it was necessary to restrict the extent of the project. In addition, response from schools

was disappointing. It would appear that schools are overwhelmed by all kinds of outside activities and competitions and an alternative

strategy may be necessary in future for school participation. The management and organisation of the craft market was complicated and

alternative arrangements will be required to improve this event to make it more successful. However, irrespective of all the problems and 

difficulties, it was considered a relatively successful first event in its aims of disseminating information to a wide and diverse audience and

therefore worthwhile undertaking similar events in future, possibly every two or three years. Visitors to the events showed much interest in

the exhibitions and were especially delighted by the ingenuity of the schools’ works. 
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PROJECT: Journey to Freedom, Unisa/Mississippi Project: a cultural relationship.
Embroidery, digital animations.

LOCATION: University of South Africa.
ORGANISATIONS: University of South Africa; sponsored by Dell Foundation.
ARTISTS: Gwen Miller & Wendy Ross: coordinators & facilitators to the multimedia & embroidery projects Celia de 

Villiers, Sonja Barac, Erica Lüttich, Frikkie Eksteen, Sarah Fraser, Kai Lossgot, Katty Vandenberghe, 
Greg Miller, Reboile Motswasele, Nicole Vinokur, Boitumelo & Intuthuko Groups.  

PROJECT DATE: January – July 2004.

The arts programme incorporated choir performances, multimedia projections and embroidered artworks that were presented at the University

of South Africa (Unisa) in Pretoria. South African embroideries detailing with the theme of the songs were digitalised, animated and projected

on to a screen above the performers on stage to contextualise the music.

This project was initiated by Prof M Cheers of the University of Mississippi41, USA, and South African musician, Hugh Masekela as a

cultural relationship to commemorate and celebrate the two similar events that occurred in each country, America’s 40th anniversary of the

Civil Rights Act of 1964 and South Africa’s 10th anniversary of Independence. The proposal suggested a musical performance comprising

choirs from both institutions. Ross and Miller of the Department of Art History, Visual Arts and Musicology proposed an additional visual

arts and multimedia project that would demonstrate how the universal attributes of storytelling through creative arts could become tools that

assist in altering attitudes of racial and political divisiveness and help build bridges towards reconciliation. 

The theme of the event was developed around South Africa’s 10th anniversary of the first democratic elections and America’s 40th anniversary

of the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.  The concept of producing a digital projection, which includes the hand of the person at 

41University of Mississippi was unable to participate due to lack of funding but Unisa went forward with the project.
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grassroots level, is central to the idea of empowering people and giving individuals a platform for their stories.  The historical context of the

events was explored to provide source material for the creation of stories and images that came directly from people who had experienced

the particular histories in South Africa. Digital animations of these images contextualised the songs historically and extended the “language

of sound” into a “visual language” thereby extending the meanings of songs in the various languages for those who are not fluent in South

Africa’s official languages. Furthermore, the images were embroidered on panels and combined into two narrative wall hangings that record

the history. These narrative panels bridge the realms of traditional hand crafted embroideries with first world technology of digital

animations.

The attributes of storytelling and the oral tradition of this Continent are seen as valuable layers of meaning and the event featured a storyteller

who wove together the histories of the past with stories of the songs.  The aim was to inspire a desire for a shared future, to build cultural

bridges and the empowerment of people through creative and academic freedom. The embroidery project provided the opportunities of: 

incorporating people at grassroots level; provided skills training; generated income; afforded the two sewing groups public exposure for their

projects; and created self-esteem, pride and empowerment and the confidence to venture further. Personal experiences, previously hidden and

ignored, were made public and given recognition. 

We are generally reminded of our heroes in the history of our country, but it is not often that we hear or see the
experiences of ordinary people. In the multimedia project that forms part of The Journey to Freedom, the unique
embroideries of the people of the Boitumelo (Hillbrow) and Intuthuko (Etwatwa) sewing groups express their
personal histories. The members of these groups wrote down their experiences of the past and present struggles and
hopes. Extracts of the stories were translated into drawn images and embroideries. All these participants are
unemployed. The [people] … involved in this phase of the project have had no formal art training, but the exquisite
dedication of the handcraft has made these works a visual pleasure.
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The embroideries were scanned and digitally animated by a small group of multimedia artists. The thread becomes a
metaphor that binds us together in reconciliation. The stitches that construct the images can be compared to the slow
process of building our present national dynamic. The authenticity of the embroideries was respected by the digital
artists. These art making devices were considered as the conceptual foundation of the project (G Miller, poster for
Journey to Freedom Narratives. July 2004).   

In addition to creating embroideries required for the projections and artworks, embroidered panels and bags were produced for sale at the

event. As funding permitted only 30 women to produce embroideries for the project, these additional works gave all members of the two

sewing groups the opportunity to participate. Not only did these additional works celebrate the event; they became additional records and in

demand as personalised unique artworks.

COMMENTS

It was hoped that if funding was available that a further dimension would be the production of a publication. The working methodology of

the visual arts embroidery project therefore, was to keep full records of all the processes involved in the production of the embroidered cloths

including photographic documentation, records of the stories, drawings and embroideries as well as video footage. This would have been of

great benefit to the participants affording additional training in basic computer skills required for desk-top publishing such as literacy, design,

layout and image-manipulation in order to collate all the information recorded. A resulting document could then be used to secure further

funding for publication. As an alternative to the bags, some of the personal experiences and stories were embroidered into individual narrative

panels that celebrated “the reality of the individual and the everyday”. These were exhibited and sold as wall panels at the conference and

performances. Additionally, the artwork of two wall panels, one depicting-1994 images and the other represents post-1994 situations, and a

DVD of the animations, was submitted to the FNB National Craft Awards and was awarded the Gold Medal. This artwork including the DVD

is presently on the travelling exhibition, Weavings of War, touring seven major cities in the USA during 2006 – 2007.
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The arts programme was complex and entailed not only bringing together the two sewing groups with digital artists, but also sponsors and

several administrative departments at Unisa. Many administrative problems were encountered especially with regard to financial arrangements

as well as sustaining contact with all participants who were located in various areas around Pretoria, Johannesburg and Benoni. Such problems

are often unavoidable as it always problematic when various organisations and groups are involved.   
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PROJECT: Proposal for an arts, science and technology project for an undeveloped park area.
CLEANING AND GREENING THE PARK.

LOCATION: New housing development, Olievenshoutsbosch Ext 13, Centurion, Tshwane.
CLIENTS: N/A.
ORGANISATION: ARTS in ACTION.
ARTIST: Wendy Ross.

This proposal was submitted for the development of a public park area in Olievenhoutsbosch Ext 13 as at the time the safety of residents,

particularly children, was a cause for concern as it runs through the centre of the township. Although not commissioned, several suggestions

made in this proposal have since been implemented. It is a polluted area and catchment site for rubbish especially in the eroded areas. It is an

eyesore, a health hazard and is dangerous. Ground water from small springs on a level above the park stagnates in several sections creating

breeding places for mosquitoes, other insects and bacteria. However, of equal concern, is the danger during heavy rains during which run-off

water rushes down through the centre of this open park space cutting off the worn pathways that crisscross the park. Although this water subsides

almost as quickly as it rises, a child could easily drown in this rushing water. The stream has since been canalised but remains a hazard as no

protective railings have been erected.

It was proposed that an interdisciplinary arts, science and technology outreach programme be established to “clean and green” the open park

area. This programme would offer opportunities for collaboration and the involvement of the whole community in order to create a functional

social space. Such a programme could create a context wherein art can play a pro-active role and be used as an agent for social change.
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SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENTS AND PROJECTS

• to protect, enhance and clean up the environment, creating areas of natural vegetation

• to improve public access, creating sustainable pathways and recreational facilities

• to provide rubbish bins and ensure the delivery of council services for the removal of rubbish

• to identify dangers of and contain storm-water and establish rock banks for and bridges across the stream

• to establish wetland habitats in areas that already exist, creating knowledge and understanding of these habitats.

METHODOLOGY

For this interdisciplinary programme to succeed it needs to be practical, attainable and in particular, involve the community. The first stage

would be to carry out a survey that includes collaboration with the community and public meetings. Several issues need consideration: public

contribution and local labour; sustainable improvement methods; education and information; skills training and opportunities; and changing

attitudes and behaviour.

ART, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

The programme would consist of several projects:

1) Survey: questionnaires and interviews – these could be conducted by members of the community.

2) Clean-up project – within the clean-up process, a survey should be conducted of the actual nature of the rubbish that is being dumped,

who is responsible and how to counteract this problem. This survey could constitute an art and photography project, resulting in 

posters that create an awareness of pollution and the environment. This would be an ideal opportunity to teach the medium of 

photography as well as the skills required to create computer-generated imagery for posters. Further craft skills training would be

involved if a recycling project were to be included and could involve children between the ages of 10 and 16.
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3) Landscaping – after the clean-up process, landscaping would be required. This could be carried out by the relevant Council 

Department together with residents wishing to participate and acquire some knowledge of horticulture.

4) Identifying and the building of a storm-water course would offer the opportunity of training in building methods and in particular the

construction of rock walling. This could offer skills training for youths (age 17+) as well as adults.

5) Wetland habitats – this would be an ideal science and art project for students who are interested in ecology and art. It would also 

involve computer literacy with the recording of data and production of information pamphlets and posters.

6) Recreational facilities – the park as it exists presently, has few facilities but could include seating, braai areas or a special play area for

toddlers and small children. The latter could be created as a sculpture project using bricks and/or cement-aggregate mix and mosaics

and these skills could be taught to those who are interested (age 16+).

7) Gardens – a garden club could be established and could include all ages, especially mothers and young children. 

8) Pathways and bridges – these could be constructed by youths and adults with the necessary skills training.

9) An education/information centre/board could be set up at the Community Centre to record progress and encourage participation. This

could be handled by Grade 12 learners using the information technology and computer equipment available at the Library.

The proposal provides for job creation, training and education, encourages alternative attitudes to the environment, affords ownership through

self-help, and engenders a sense of community and belonging.
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POSTSCRIPT

Our society manifests its world-view by default in the anonymity and lack of feeling of its open spaces and in its
abstracted notion of “the public”. The role of [public] art is to transform spaces into places, the public into people. …
Art needs to be more than a cosmetic intervention if it is to be a catalyst for cities conducive to well-being (Miles
1989:4).

The intention of this research has been to promote art as a tool for social and ecological change and to examine ways in which collaborative

art processes can be gainfully employed  in South Africa. The selected works/projects demonstrate how these creative interventions have either

transformed areas into spaces of sociation, have been able to create awareness of our natural world, have questioned our place in and

interconnectedness to the planet, or have added value to the lives of those who have been involved with or affected by the creative processes.

This is not to say that these works should be copied but should be examined with regard to how the arts can operate for the benefit of social structures.

The criteria for success are inherent in the outcomes that are a result of the modes of good practice that were applied. Many projects that

were not successful were either not in the public interest, did not adopt a truly collaborative approach, or those involved were ignorant of the

complexities of the public domain and/or inexperienced in this arena.  Implementation of modes of good practice, collaboration and appropriate

assessment criteria ensure the avoidance of non-sustainable programmes, poorly articulated spaces and weak artworks.

One of the main criteria for the selection and placement of public art is whether or not it is appropriate for a particular site and the public that

uses that site. Together urban design and art can play an important role in the re-integration of people, place and planet by constructing local

narratives of social criticism. Public places are the connecting lungs of built environments, not necessarily or only as green areas, but as areas

that create the opportunity for developing an integrated public culture of mutual respect and understanding within diversity. Art is human creativity

in a social context – it is also culture and it is action. These cultural actions are constituted in chance meetings, street performances, side-walk
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cafés, promenades, informal musical events, pavement artists, and the like. People need to reclaim the streets as places of informal mixing which

are at the centre of the well-being of a society and make up the fabric of that society irrespective of difference or diversity. These are the living

spaces of integrated communities. Informal gathering places become the lungs of constructed urban spaces, the fabric of the city, the hustle and

bustle of daily life, the performance of living. Through decentralisation, these meeting places, places for people have become empty spaces

once commuters have left the city. After dark, contemporary cities are empty shells. Refurbishment of cities incorporates mixed-use development

in the hope of revitalising inner-city spaces but without placing the person at the centre of these developments, these built environments will

remain well-designed but deserted. Sustainability of built environment is reliant on collaboration, empowerment of its publics and strategies for

conviviality – spaces in which diverse cultures live together without the dominance of one over another.

People create the fabric of life; dynamic imaginative places in time become familiar, create a sense of belonging, and break down boundaries

of difference. The need for and diversity of such social structures call for the development of urban spaces that can accommodate the multiplicity

of contemporary society. Artists can offer a vision that is different from that of a designer or architect, a vision that is concerned with the imagination

that evokes an alternative response to urban spaces related to the interconnectedness of the world that communicates with the audience rather

than to the economics of the built environment.  

Barbara Matilsky states, “Artists are in a unique position to effect … changes because they can synthesize new ideas and communicate connections

between many disciplines. … [A]rt can offer alternative visions” (1992:3). Malcolm Miles states, “The disciplines of … planning, architecture,

design and art – are faced, now, with a choice between continuing to construct urban wastelands and further sites of abjection, or developing a

new ecologically and socially responsible urbanism, a model of the city which celebrates its diversity and does not seek to impose a monolithic

perfection” (1999:189). Both statements implore the application of creative vision for its ability to effect change.   
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Within the wider questions of what constitutes a city [places for people] and for whose well-being it is produced, are
questions of public space, urban design, and the articulation of the public realm; if art is socially beneficial, it is in the
extent to which it addresses the needs of urban [rural] dwellers – by liberating their imaginations, contributing to the
design of public spaces, and initiating social criticism to articulate the public realm – that such benefits can be identified.
The role of art in the realisation of an agenda for urban [and rural] sustainability is, then twofold: applied art as an integral
aspect of urban design, opening the possibility of a renewed practice of decorative art which can be joyful as well as
functional; and art as a social process, resisting oppression, intervening in the public interest, transgressing the boundaries
of public and domestic spaces, sometimes by creating events, sometimes by taking direct action. The two approaches
set up a creative tension and are complementary rather than exclusive, each informing the other. There is no need for
them to merge, and a possible third element is the presence in cities of artists for whom perceptions of diversity and the
layering of history and memory replace the institutional prescriptions of an order which is in effect control (Miles
1999:189-190).

These new modes of public art place equal emphasis on artist and audience by creating a dialogue through communal action and common

needs. The task is to make art a real part of life, to make art matter. Mary Jane Jacobs states that “contextual art integrates object with site, promoting

the concept of art as environmental and experiential; … . It reinvestigates the place of art in society; it presents the artist as catalyst or activist

for change … it seeks to broaden the public for art …(1995:51).

There are no answers to when art should intervene in a social context, nor how art can make a difference in a spatial context. What, why and

how a creative act can be implemented in relation to its context is where the solution lies. This research cannot be exhaustive in an area that is

so diverse; it suggests alternative approaches and opens door but has no absolute answers. People in relation to their environments are always

in flux and solutions must relate to context. Additionally, what has been presented is only a sampling of the many public artworks, social spaces,

community projects and creative interventions researched. The intention has been to create awareness of possibilities. The role of this idiom of
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art-making is concerned with being of benefit to society rather than with being merely admired. It is an area of creativity that cannot be 

categorised as one areas overlaps the next and are all interconnected – this is its potential, to be flexible and versatile, to accommodate a

situation rather than to impose itself on its public. Its greatest advantage is its ability to enhance capacity through skills development, to create

integrated communities through collaboration, to enrich the social fabric by providing convivial spaces for sociation. Finally, collaborative

public and community-based arts contribute to changing attitudes and promote social inclusion. 

When considering the South Arican situation it will be neccessary to recognise the specific and diverse nature of our culture, the even

more urgent requirements of regeneration and revitalisation of city centres and urban living areas, the desperate need for capacity building

and skills development, and most importantly, social inclusion with specific reference to the various and alternative needs of particular

communities. The projects discussed are merely examples of and a guide to possibilities, not recipes for implementation.  Importantly,

it is essential nevertheless, to recognise that collaborative public and community arts can have a genuine impact on community well-being.

Rebuilding an integrated society demands not only the rehabilitation and provision of social spaces for sociation but also the restoration of 

community esteem together with both mutual and self-respect. 

Part III demonstrated the potential of art to empower people within the South African context. It has been stated that enormous funding has

been expended on the training of skills throughout the Country. It is also considered that there are insufficient established structures in place,

particularly in rural areas, for the recipients of this training to avail themselves of support systems, either because they do not know how to

access what support there is, are unaware that it exists, or due to illiteracy or being unfamiliar with formal structures, find it too difficult to

comprehend or utilise. Aproject can only be considered successful if the training can be seen to have any long-term effects on the recipients as

in the case of the Mapula sewing initiative. The Kaross embroidery programme and other similar initiatives, on the other hand, can be seen as
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successful in terms of job creation but not as an empowerment project in relation to ownership, ideals of self-motivation, self-expression and

independency.   

The direction in which the Keiskamma project has developed recently in terms of the large-scale artworks that have been produced has great

potential for demand in both local and international collections but, as far as can be ascertained, relies heavily on the facilitation of the

coordinators and creative input from guest artists, and at this stage, cannot be considered an independent empowerment initiative until group

members become self-reliant with regard to creative and developmental decision-making, and ownership of the project is held equally by the

embroiderers. The same can be said of many projects and there is much concern about the culture of dependency previously discussed. If the

arts are to play a role in the economic growth of South Africa, it is essential that entrepreneurial skills are considered to be equally important as

practical skills. At the outset of any training programme and self-help project, participants should be required to focus on all aspects of the

programme including accessing materials, creative decisions, product development, administration, sales and sourcing new outlets, publicity

and other aspects of running a business. Only then is empowerment secured.       

Alternatively, art events such as the two embroidery projects of Journey to Freedom and the Pyramids of Naxos could be considered successful

in several ways: in the unique artworks created; in providing a platform for self-expression; in gaining confidence and prestige; in procuring a

certain if small income for participants; in providing exposure and publicity through exhibitions and thus possibly generate additional outlets

for the groups involved; and as a result of all these factors, in contributing to the empowerment of every individual involved in these projects.

These types of events or projects should be viewed and promoted as excellent examples of short-term creative interventions with potential for

the implementation of similar programmes that enable and build capacity in various dimensions. 
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The WasteArt 2004 Expo although quite different in format, is an example of long-term alternative measures with various dimensions and

ecological intentions, has an important role to play as an educative event with broad public and corporate exposure. It is generally stated that

the arts permeate all aspects of society and are integral to the social, cultural and economic life of all cultures.  The WasteArt event infiltrated

society at every level: educators used ecological concerns to impart the basic design skills to Grade 7 learners; senior grade learners created the

most diverse array of artworks while learning about the re-use and recycling of waste materials in addressing the worldwide crisis of pollution;

a university choir enacted a short musical production around waste at the gala dinner attended by many from the corporate world who were

exposed to a “wearable art” crafted from waste materials, and  through an art auction, were also introduced to art from waste donated by top

South African artists; and crafts introduced shoppers to a fascinating array of recycled materials. These activities filtered back to family and

friends of all who took part in or visited the Expo. Similarly, the District Six festival and the Durban AIDS Ribbon 2000 cultivated and impacted

on an alternative and diverse audience. Billboards in Break the Silence! use a more subtle and indirect visual language that creates a sombre

and urgent message to a wide audience. These events impose themselves on their contexts and intervene in the life of those societies with the

installation processes of these large structures being in themselves, an imposition. These are pro-active events, each with its own socio-political

agenda – the processes could be categorised as socially responsible art or activist art /art activism.                   

The Ilithalomso Craft from Waste training programme is an excellent example of a well structured pro-active initiative. It not only pays

attention to the practical craft skills but also offers literacy and numeracy skills and is linked to an environmental coastal clean-up project. It

fills many gaps by offering an integrated education and training programme that balances the development of both the person and skills 

‘link[ing] learning with livelihoods’ in order that they have a greater chance of becoming independent … . We have
found that unless people are given all the other skills that are required to make an income generation activity viable and
sustainable, it runs the risk of failing. … This would include life skills, business and communication skills,
understanding tourism, personal development, personal issues that effect their livelihoods eg. Health and well-being,
HIV/AIDS, housing and education, parenting and family issues (Fagan 2004:no pagination).   
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This interdisciplinary multi-faceted approach would serve any person in any training of any upliftment programme – the need for an

understanding and implementation of the knowledge of the interconnectedness of life.

SOME THOUGHTS ON AWAY FORWARD: value systems and strategies for the empowerment and entrepreneurial potential of creative

interventions in South Africa’s cultural and social structures.

Looking at community-based art, critic and author Linda Burnham states, 

Community-based art is changing the very definitions of art, artist and artmaking. … Something is happening to artists.
As more and more of them commit to community projects, their work is raising critical questions about the role of the
artist in these projects and about the exact location of the artistic act. Depending on the political bent of the participants,
sometimes the artist is restricted to the role of facilitator – apparently submerging his/her own identity, expertise, training
and talent into the collaborative action of the group. As art swerves in new directions, the idea of the virtuoso is being
challenged (Burnham & Durland 1998:207).         

One of the biggest challenges in the arena of collaborative arts facing this Country is finding ways to change attitudes towards the local production

of arts and crafts particularly when the works are the result of collectives, of upliftment programmes,  and/or especially, if derived from the re-use

of waste or recycled materials. Significantly, these works are categorised as products or commodities and therefore apparently repeatable,

common, standardised and not unique or as social work or community crafted, inferior, not authentic “African” crafts and, therefore, their 

monetary value is considered as less than “art” or traditional crafts. It is acknowledged that in many instances, the work produced may not be

of acceptable quality but it is the attitude towards the context in which the items are made that is the core of this argument. The attitudes 

concerned are of Western or capitalist value systems on the one hand, and on the other hand, attitudes that are patronising without the
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recognition of innovative creativity, ingenuity, craftsmanship, time and commitment invested in these items. It is the divide between high

versus low, reputation versus the common, attitude versus context, elitist versus common status.

In the programme for the Journey to Freedom Unisa/Mississippi project, Prof Karin Skawran, former Head of the Department of History of

Art and Fine Arts, states,

Africa has shown us that there is no distinction to be made between the various forms of the arts. Music, dance, drama,
story telling and poetry are as much part of everyday life as are the visual arts and crafts. No one form of creative
expression has ever been accorded a higher status than another, and the arts have not been practiced by so-called ‘artists’
only. To this day, anyone in the community can dance, make music, tell stories, recite poetry, weave, make baskets and
pots, carve, paint and embroider (2004:4).

Regrettably, it appears that these values are not celebrated or valued in today’s global consumer society, alternatively value is placed on objects

according to a desire for their “newness”, trendiness, technology, or if they are “cool” in today’s language. Additionally, value is based on the

materials used to create objects such as precious metals, genuine woods and fabrics, for example, silk or cashmere. Ownership, desirability and

status are high on the scale of the upper class but, surprisingly, value is not easily awarded to human endeavour or the creative ingenuity of the

ordinary person.

South Africa has the resources, manpower and potential skills to develop a vibrant arts and craft industry. With the necessary infra-structures

and training in place with regard to quality, product development, business skills, outlets, public relations, and support structures for the arts and

crafts, creative interventions within everyday social systems can address poverty, pollution and job creation through capacity building and also

assist in the dissemination of necessary information throughout the Country. However, until attitudes change toward “othering”, the arts are
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given the value they deserve, and the need for waste management and recycling and the potential thereof is understood, the arts as an industry

cannot play a role in the economic development of the Country. Without these changes, the support for new approaches to creativity in the form

of alternative creative persons, collectives and projects, as well as new materials for art, crafts and functional objects made from unusual

materials will not be substantial enough to sustain this new industry. It is interesting to note that appreciation for South African creativity is

awarded this value by international tourists as seen in sales to these visitors43.

Several changes need to evolve in the world view of South African citizens for the arts to play a positive role and have any hope of becoming

successful, sustainable and able to contribute to the empowerment and capacity of many people in the Country: all South Africans should

contribute to the achievement of the 30 Articles44 that constitute the Universal Declaration of Human Rights; each individual should question

and accept his or her role and responsibility in the degradation of the planet; and in particular, changes in attitudes and value systems. It should

become a national policy that creative initiatives and public art programmes become regular occurrences in the development of public social

and recreational spaces in the construction of convivial cities and living spaces. It is also essential that the innovative endeavours of creative

individuals, collaborative programmes, upliftment learn-to-earn projects, and informal entrepreneurs who can transform unusual and

43Japanese tourists were recently taken to Etwatwa Township to view the Intuthuko project. R6000-00 sales took place within a few hours.
44The charter of civil and political rights drawn up by the United Nations in 1948, list the following 30 Articles: the right to equality; freedom from discrimination; right to life, liberty,
personal security; freedom from slavery; freedom from torture, degrading treatment; right to recognition as a person before the law; right to equality before the law; right to remedy by
competent tribunal; freedom from arbitrary arrest, exile; right to fair public hearing; right to be considered innocent until proven guilty; freedom from interference with privacy, family,
home and correspondence; right to free movement in and out of the country; right to asylum in other countries from persecution; right to nationality and the freedom to change it; right
to marriage and family; right to own property; freedom of belief and religion; freedom of opinion and information; right to peaceful assembly and association; right to participate
in government and in free elections; right to social security; right to desirable work and to join trade unions; right to rest and leisure; right to adequate living standards; right to educa-
tion; right to participate in the cultural life of the community; right to social order assuring human rights; community duties essential to free and full development; freedom from state or
personal interference in the above rights (Lotter 1999:69).
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unwanted materials into new unique creations, are valued and appreciated. We need to value our planet but, as importantly, to value people and

their creativity and ingenuity. An understanding of the synergy in protecting the planet, its resources, the re-use of materials, job creation,

poverty alleviation and the reduction of crime in relation to creative innovative interventions cannot be underestimated3. 

Education is essential, not just in schools but at all levels of society. The core problems are ignorance and blindness – regrettably people in

general, rich or poor, do not want “to know”, it is someone else’s problem! Links should be established between the home and the arts, between

learning and creative interdisciplinary solutions to education, between industry and the creative use of by-products of manufacture, between the

corporate world and the arts in increasing productivity and diminishing waste, and between the building industry and alternative innovative and

creative solutions to social spaces within developments. These links, together with employing the simple concepts of re-use and recycling, will

afford the arts the opportunity of becoming a powerful catalyst for economic, environmental and social change. However, developing new ideas

is always formidable. It is even more difficult to convince people about new initiatives. Everyone wants surety first – no one likes taking risks.

This is understandable but it is said, nothing ventured, nothing gained. In addition, there are similar examples of all these above collaborations,

links and synergies worldwide. South African arts and crafts require social and environmental strategies for innovative sustainable growth,

broad-based models for collaborations, multiple-beneficial programmes facilitated through industry and corporate and state social investment.

Government professes its concern for the arts in social development. Business & Arts South Africa (BASA) has shown its support of the arts.

Industry and the corporate world could become important role-players in addressing the links between industry and the arts, in addressing the

divide separating the corporate world, the upper class and the “rest”. They could also support and encourage recycling initiatives. 

45See Part 1, Chapters V, VI and VII with regard to the role of art in socio-cultural and ecological contexts.  
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In addition to the obvious criteria of quality and individuality, sustainability is dependent on the recognition of the arts and crafts as a new

industry and that categorising it as an industry, does not denigrate its value as “art” or unique creative interventions. Success is also reliant on:

state, corporate and industry support; accessible resources; reduction of time and labour; residencies/apprenticeship programmes, research,

awareness and acceptance. The appreciation for arts and crafts is largely linked to quality of production including materials. This is even more

crucial for objects made from unusual media or materials as surplus, off-cuts, by-products or recycled. In this respect, much work with informal

artists and crafters needs to be undertaken to establish the understanding of the importance of quality and uniqueness. Understanding the

medium, its potential for transformation and possible construction techniques can greatly enhance the maker’s knowledge. Partnerships or

residencies could be developed that are beneficial to both manufacturers/businesses and new crafters. These “residencies” are similar to

technical apprenticeships and could create an understanding and reciprocal relationship between the factory/business personnel or community

and the artist/crafter-in-residence and afford immediate synergy for production and sales of items.  

Artists-in-residence with on-site workspace will offer benefits to all concerned: space for the artist in which to work, safe storage for resources

and artworks, transport costs of removing excess materials or by-products will be minimised, waste material/off-cuts will not be soiled/

disordered which will improve quality of the crafted item, and the latter will alleviate the necessity of finding and cleaning resources resulting

in the reduction of time and labour. Product development is an additional area of concern – design, marketability and uniqueness is essential to

the sustainability of any enterprise. Product design is partially dependent on an understanding of the potential of the medium and partly on an

understanding of the consumer market. Duplication, imitation, “piracy” and copying are rife. Rivalry for sales and recognition is the cause.

Research and collaboration between industry/business and artists combining technology and creativity, would be beneficial to all. The greater

the meshing of industry/business and the arts, the greater the potential and awareness of the need for product development and waste
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management. The gains to industry and business are numerous: goodwill, productivity through the use of excess resources, reduction of

transport costs of redundant materials, implementation of good practices and social environmental investment.  

The above discussion applies not only to the development of arts and crafts but also to the development of public spaces. Social spaces afford

great potential for creative interventions. Social spatial structures (parks, squares, pedestrian walkways/malls, informal trading areas) are

important forms of infra-structure in the social fabric of society, particularly in inner-city spaces, urban and suburban dwelling areas. They

should be seen as creating “urban living rooms” and as becoming “core public areas” around which communities arrange their recreational,

economic activities and informal trading. Asafe and dynamic functional public space creates a “dignified community- or public-owned arena”

or civic precinct which can become both a physical and psychological landmark of positive action and potential resources. However, such a

space must be conceptualised within the broader context of its own particular public context and site. Creative intervention or sculptural

articulation of space must consider the issues of ownership and accessibility. These two issues are important factors in the success

and acceptance of public artworks/environments.  To ensure acceptance, it is necessary to develop relevant art programmes in

collaboration with local residents, workers and businesses in the immediate vicinity. Additionally, construction of the work on-site

affords and invites interaction between the artists and the local community.

Convivial public spaces developed in conjunction with communities offer several benefits: safe and dynamic spaces for sociation

thereby developing a sense of community; builds community organisational capacity as well as acquisition and ownership of a

shared space; and empowers the community to participate in the development of their environment. Many community centres

and libraries have been constructed nationwide since the late 1990s initiated by the Department of Arts, Culture, Science and

Technology (DACST) for example, Olievenhoutsbosch, Sharpeville and Etwatwa libraries in Gauteng, and the Langa community
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centre in Mitchell Plains as centres of social and economic development. In his article, Coping with complexity: challenges to

the management of community arts centres in South Africa, Gerard Hagg discusses the many problems encountered in the management

of these centres stating that the aims were to “provide youth with positive outlets for their creative energies, promote income generation

and recreation, and give a coherence, vibrancy and identity to otherwise barren residential areas” (2001:50). However, this was

not the situation I encountered at the centres/libraries. The centres are being grossly under-utilised. On the many occasions over

a period of two to three years in which I visited the Olievenhoutsbosch, Sharpeville and Etwatwa libraries, there were very few

people using the facilities. During exam time, learners used the study areas but besides a few odd events, it would seem that little

happens and these centres are all but empty. Hagg states that local authorities became responsible for the maintenance and personnel

and community organisations were made responsible for local programmes and community involvement. This latter responsibility

would seem impossible unless funding and strategies were made available to these organisations which seems not to be the case. On visiting

the Langa centre, I found a uniquely designed centre with only two women sewing in one of the back rooms. The fully equipped ceramic studio

was not being used at all and a photographer was renting the fully equipped photographic studio with no benefit to the community in the form

of an outreach project as a reciprocal measure. A well designed fully equipped community centre was standing almost empty apparently due

to lack of funding, conflicts between responsible authorities, and lack of any dynamic motivated person to carry the centre forward. The same

is considered to be the situation at the libraries. No one within the local communities has taken up the challenge to establish any project that

could be of benefit. I am of the opinion that once again the culture of dependency comes to the fore – for example, it would not be difficult for

the staff and mothers in the area to run a story-reading hour for the young children at no cost except effort! However, nobody takes the

initiative for such events. 
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An interesting development initiated in the provision of a community centre, was the use of a “mobile arts cenre” for the Northern Cape

(Hagg 2001:50). Brenda Schmahmann also refers to a mobile arts centre for the Mpumalanga area. Apart from the obvious advantages of

this concept, is the fact that this mobile unit is operated by personnel specifically and solely for the purpose of presenting cultural activities.

It would seem that this is a more cost-effective venture, inherently resolves the problems of responsibility and intentions, and would ensure

community interaction as an eagerly anticipated event in these outlying areas.

As discussed in Part I, Chapter IX, there is little critical discussion of public art projects or community-based initiatives. Even traditional

and non-traditional craft exhibitions in South Africa are not afforded serious discussion and analytical debate within contemporary trends

and interdisciplinary developments of the arts internationally. Appropriate assessment criteria are essential if any discipline in the arts is to

survive, develop and progress. Attention to quality must be given to develop even the local market as well as to enter the international arena.

The international market will sustain only a small and the best portion of the arts and crafts market. It is the local market that will provide

sustainability. Hagg states that the local market “provides space for limited-quantity production and unique products” but that “the

development of local markets also demands commercial understanding and skills and an  information system that are not yet present in

most community arts centres” (2001:57). 

Considerable attention must be given and strategies implemented if the arts and crafts industry is to play a positive role in the social and

economic development of the Country. This will necessitate changes of attitude and commitment by all sectors of society but mostly, the desire

of South African citizens to assist in this process. Empowerment is a theoretical concept of democracy and although idealistic, essential if the

human race is to reclaim a place for itself, particularly in relationship to the planet.
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It is firmly believed that the arts can play a dominant and important role in the development of capacity building at all levels of

South African society. From observations and discussions held with many artists, local communities and public art project organisers,

it has become obvious that without community participation, many public art sites are vandalised or neglected and become disused.

Sociation requires acceptance and familiarity. Irrespective of the context of any public space the needs and requirements of that

particular public must be accounted for before a project can be considered to be a successful venture.
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APPENDIX: INDEX of Public Art Programmes and Projects (Parts II and III)

PART II

INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC AND COLLABORATIVE ART PROGRAMMES AND PROJECTS

SECTION I: “PLACE-MAKING” and PUBLIC ART IN CITIES AND TOWNS

BARCELONA PUBLIC ART PROGRAMME, Barcelona 144-156

BATTERY PARK CITY PUBLIC ART PROGRAMME, New York City 157-164

SEATTLE PUBLIC ART PROGRAMME, Seattle 165-172

CALIFORNIA SCENARIO, Isamu Noguchi, South Coast Plaza, Costa Mesa, California 173

UNTITLED, Peter Walker, South Coast Plaza, Costa Mesa, California 175

UNTITLED, George Sugarman, Business Centre, Irvine, California 177

THE RITES OF SPRING FOUNTAIN, N Saint-Phalle & J Tinguely, Place Igor Stravinsky, Paris 179

L’ ÉCOUTE (LISTENING), Henri de Miller, Les Halles, Paris 180

UNTITLED, Tess Jaray, Centenary Square, Birmingham, England 181

PASSAGE PAVING, Richard Harris, South Bank, London 182

ARENA, John Maine, South Bank, London 183

RIVER TYNE and KEELROW, Neil Talbot, Newcastle, North England 184

CONE, Andy Goldsworthy, Gaateshead, North England 186

BOTTLE BANK, Richard Harris, Gateshead, North England 187
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VIETNAM VETERANS MEMORIAL, Washington, DC 188

FRANKLIN DELANO ROOSEVELT MEMORIAL, Washington, DC 190

FRANKLIN COURT MEMORIAL, Philadelphia 192

JAPANESE AMERICAN HISTORICAL PLAZA MEMORIAL, Portland, Oregon 193

SECTION II: “PLACE-MAKING” and PUBLIC ART IN URBAN AREAS

ST PETER’S RIVERSIDE SCULPTURE PROJECT, Sunderland, North England 196-208

SEATTLE PUBLIC ART PROGRAMME IN URBAN AREAS, Seattle 209-219

CARDIFF BAY ART IN PUBLIC PLACES PROGRAMME, Cardiff, Wales 220-227

UPPER ROOM and KATHEDRA, Colin Wilbourn, Durham, North England 228

SECTION III: “PLACE-MAKING” and THE ARTS IN RURAL AREAS

GRIZEDALE SOCIETY and SCULPTURE PROJECT: GRIZEDALE FOREST, North England 234-249

STAND AND STARE: SCULPTURE IN THE FOREST OF DEAN, England 250-265

ART AND THE TRAVELLING LANDSCAPE: MILLENIUM SCULPTURE AND THE NATIONAL

CYCLE NETWORK 266

C2C ROUTE, Britain 271-274

BRISTOL TO BATH CYCLE PATH, South England 275-280

NEW MILESTONES: SCULPTURE, COMMUNITY AND THE LAND, South England 281-291

THE RIVER PARRETT TRAIL PARTNERSHIP, South England 292-300


